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CLEARING LOOSE ENDS
Hatonn—This message is probably going to come
as an answer to some of your questions as we reach the
end and the beginning of what YOU call a holiday
season, which ends something, and a new year, which
supposedly begins something.
BOTH ARE
INCORRECT ASSUMPTIONS, as each moment is an
ending and a beginning and not even your calendars are
accurate.
However, it is as good a time as any, in any given
period of “time” perception, to speak of that which was
and that which is, and consider how some things might
well come to be.
So much is taking place beyond your “viewing”
capability, and no, not even God tells that which is not
within YOUR recognition or which is not YOURS to
yet see. So, no, when such as Ed Young tells you, or
anyone else tells you, that they directly commune with
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God on venture matters outside their recognition in the
human form—and have all the information regarding
that topic, and the ability and authorization to interpret,
edit and pronounce—THEY LIE. And anyone who
bases his input on anything “MAGIC” MAY WELL
HAVE SOME INFORMATION, AND EVEN SOME
OF IT WILL BE CORRECT—BUT MYSTICAL
AND MYSTERIOUS ARE NOT THE SAME
MEANING. IF YOU COME TO BELIEVE THE
LIE, IT DOES NOT MAKE IT TRUTH; AND
WHEN “MAN” SETS HIMSELF UP ABOVE THAT
WHICH IS CREATOR, IT IS AN ERROR IN GOOD
JUDGMENT.
RECENT HAPPENINGS

Many opportunities to set things to right in ongoing
activities, confrontations, etc., as to purpose of journey
for individuals, have been put forth and they have been
ignored—which is the same as denial. Opportunities
are offered and then the opportunity passes—
FOREVER.
Therefore, as we move
PRE-SORTED
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forward in “organizing” for our ongoing activities and
duties, we NOW REMOVE THOSE PARTIES FROM
OUR LIST OF CONTACTS FOR JOBS THEY HAD
PRIORLY PETITIONED TO FILL. The offers are
now withdrawn.
I will tell you now that NOTHING is going to be
as IT WAS in structure, as to our ongoing multitudes
of forward movement.
We never had any type of “communal” type of
group, listing or other such category. You who wished
to make it such make no difference in the reality of our
purpose or our ongoing intentions.
You who might think selves ready to move to
Tehachapi, for instance, to join some kind of coalition
or group activity—DON’T. STOP NOW, for there
will never be again any such structure as had developed
in that area as set forth by, yes, our own enemies—now
proclaimed of their own words and actions.
A tiny crew has kept things alive, and our precious
readers and friends have managed to keep alive the
paper and things of necessity for use in the phase-out/
phase-in period of time.
(Continued on page 2)
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All of this sharing will be returned in abundance, as
God promises all of his participants. But we will not
further jeopardize our own missions or bog in the mud
of that which takes, steals, lies and cheats our very own
people. So anyone who thinks it better to be in a place
such as Tehachapi had best look carefully at your own
intent, for there will be NOTHING there as you expect
it to be, ever again. Our people have been leaned on
to the point of no longer standing as the foundation
upon which all manners of ill-intent, or even good
intentions, are acceptable. Never were you told
ANYTHING ELSE.
Many of you claim to be “packed” and ready to
move and serve. Serve what? If you cannot do well
where you ARE, how think you that you can uproot
and make it alone in a strange village, where the
original circle of people no longer exists. Now, if you
are looking for a “group” or a “cult” of some kind—
you certainly should well consider the Spectrum group
for both your support and jobs—we no longer have
anything to offer ANYONE.
The full intent has been accomplished in asking
those who pulled away if they would like to rejoin some
“business” program, and they have continued to bash,
internationally, the hand that feeds them. So be it—that
offer is now OVER.
There are some, yes, who are probably going to
relocate to various places, perhaps Tehachapi, but it
will be more of a “home base”, as in retirement.
Things like the paper will continue but in a much larger
and business-like manner, where we abundantly pay our
contributors, have professional staff, printers, etc.
We will hire computer professionals to structure a
recovery-of-information program for cross-reference and
retrieval of information produced over the last dozen
years. We hoped that some of our original participants
would have LIKED to serve in that BUSINESS
ARRANGEMENT—but alas, they made other choices.
Man individual would rather be “right” than righteous,
even if he be WRONG. So be it, for we are now
relieved, team, of the testing of our own attitudes.
We must consider that which was and THAT
WHICH IS, appreciate the lessons in discernment and
JUDGE THE ACTIONS of all who have passed our
way. Recognize TRUTH and release all those who
wish to play games. We work, henceforth, with
professionals in their fields of capabilities, i.e., engineers
when we need engineering, press people where we need
press operators, professional incorporation agents where
needed—and no STRINGS attached because somebody
once said they were our friend. THOSE WHO
BETRAYED US WILL NOT AGAIN HAVE
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITHIN ANYTHING
WHERE
BETRAYAL
IS
SO
EASILY
ACCOMPLISHED!
Outstanding confrontations will henceforth be
worked out in a legal court of law—with no more
“settlements” to avoid the unsavory need for litigation,
settlements which would avoid the need for others to
confront their nasty actions.
But, I repeat: Don’t ANYONE just up and dash
for Tehachapi, for you will not find what you expect—
ever again. We made exceptions in the past because we
knew people did not understand, and we were gathering
our “crew” and “team”; that is no longer in point, for
those of a distance are not the least lesser on our
“team”, and they have done it without being in the same
location or even area.

If there are other “groups” around in which you
might participate, please feel free to contact them, but
for all practical purposes around Tehachapi, we have
met the enemy and we don’t really like them—and
never again will we jeopardize anything to have more
than a few friends with which to exchange old
memories, while we continue in our own purpose as to
work avenues. And I repeat that if you wish to
continue the “groupie concept”, please go with Dr.
Young—and they will furnish you with the same entities
(as they offered), and you can live on in your
misinformation and continued lullaby of foolishness.
GOD IS EVERYWHERE AND YOU NEED NO
BROKER BETWEEN YOU AND GOD. AND
NEVER AGAIN SHALL EKKERS HAVE TO LOSE
ANYTHING OR BE IN HIDING IN THEIR OWN
HOMETOWN. THAT PHASE OF THIS GAME IS
OVER!
I don’t want anyone to have to “think” about
refusal or acceptance of an offer—if it comes from
me, consider it OVER—if you needed to think about
“what does it pay” or “what’s in it for me?” This is
to separate the true friends from the people otherwise
acquaintances—for, when we play games of that sort,
WE WILL GO NOW TO PROFESSIONALS,
WITH NO ATTACHMENTS TO ANYTHING
PAST OR PRESENT, AND ONLY A DESIRE TO
DO THE VERY BEST BUSINESS POSSIBLE IN
ALL RESPECTS—IN THE FUTURE. IN OTHER
WORDS, THE TABLE IS NOW CLEAR AND
CLEAN, AND WE WILL FUNCTION IN THAT
MODE, HENCEFORTH. WE WILL MEET ALL
OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS, RETAIN
OUR FRIENDSHIPS WHERE POSSIBLE AFTER
BALANCING ALL DEBTS, AND MOVE
FORWARD WITHOUT THE ANCHORS AND
TRAPS OF OUR PAST CLINGONS.
This is hard to imagine or accept? WHY? The
people who have served 24-hours-a-day for nearly a
quarter of a century—have nothing but relief and joy
over the prospects of getting on with what we set
forth to achieve at upstart.
The reason I speak so succinctly and directly is
that there are some people who plan to move back
into our spaces, take up old positions or new ones and
simply continue in the WRONG PERCEPTIONS.
No, it is neither righteous nor good to allow such
thoughts or intents to be considered, for IT WILL
NEVER BE THE SAME AS IT WAS
“PERCEIVED” (AND NEVER WAS)—AGAIN.
Does this mean that Hatonn, et al., just “fade
away into the sunset”? Oh, don’t my confronters
wish! Of course not—God doesn’t leave you—YOU
LEAVE GOD. So, take your playmates from the
ethers and astral planes of earthbound energies, edited
and rewritten by such as Dr. Young—and go your
way.
If you wish to compete, as in a paper or anything
else, with GOD, do so—but expect to eventually lose.
Remember: GOD WINS—and that “GOD” is not
some perceptionalized entity structured by a clan, a
tribe or a groupie under the explanation and direction
of some man, who has such ego that he cannot see
beyond self. When you end up asking Satan to guide
you—in no matter what disguise you find the old
snake—he certainly will do so and laugh all the way
to the dump, for he will not even give you a good
funeral.
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And to any who assume you’ll just wait and
“clean up” on the Native American games: I don’t
think so!
I want to do a second writing today, which will
read as 12222 in honor of Little Crow—(the Spotted
Eagle) of Sipapu, whose number is “22”, of sorts;
although not Dec. 22—but it is as good as any, for
none of your OTHER dates are reasonable or correct,
either. But the words of wisdom are constant and
worthy of honor.
I am asked by some burdened hearts about Karen
and her position in Sipapu Odyssey, the motion
picture. Why? Nothing has changed with anything—
that is up to KAREN. Don’t you see? A lot of
people got sucked into a trap by the “snake of the
day” and blew it, nothing more; and it is what came
AFTER the obvious that makes the difference,
chelas—every time.
Karen worked with the legal team WHILE
WAITING PATIENTLY FOR THE MOTION
PICTURE TO BEGIN TO TAKE FORM. The kids
went right on, and husband Andy got a better skill
and education, and would now offer even better
credentials to serve in a very meaningful way on film
locations, etc. NOTHING HAS CHANGED; Wally
Gentleman felt he lost a daughter, whom he not only
relied on but deeply, deeply cared for. There is an
amazing future for “Whites”, as the industry grows
and flourishes. These are the “purposes” postponed
until the sequence could be fulfilled.
And, by the way, to you who requested your
funds back from the Institute—NO, that is fine, and
pretty soon now it appears that there will be enough
of a release to be allowed to fulfill those requests,
even though loans have not MATURED. There will
be consideration in the “business” accounting as
mandated under the law and corporate structure to
attend all ramifications—but asking for your return is
suitable. It is not, however, suitable to go and
“frame” or “set up” the very ones who have fought
tooth-and-nail on your behalf to ensure the stability of
that Institute.
Does this somehow mean that those who became
adversaries will lose their assets? No, it means that
once clear—Ekkers no longer have any fiduciary, or
otherwise, responsibilities to ANYONE involved—
PERIOD. Expenses caused directly by litigation and
expenses of corporate struggles will, of course, be
brought into full consideration of “owed” refunds—
as set by a court. This will likely include punitive
damages, as well, for the inability of the corporation
to function fully in behalf of all interested parties.
You who set up TV programs and international
disaster-lies will probably have to compromise your
positions to some extent to take into consideration
expenses incurred and damages done—although there
is NO WAY TO PAY FOR THE DAMAGES
DONE. The Ekkers, frankly, just want to be free of
you with no further interchange at all—and, therefore,
everything will be handled through legal third parties.
Further recourse is not at issue at this writing, for
damage assessment is impossible to make—and some
have certainly damaged far more than others, who
simply listened to the liars. There would be some
consideration for assisting some who have been, as
well, damaged by the nucleus group of “do-badders”.
We now welcome all lawsuits, for we are
cleaning our houses and we want that information in
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all its misery and subterfuge right out there before the
Federal Courts. We do, indeed, intend to find out
things—such as where the house “rent” went that
somehow ended up in the loss of property and seizure
of the house. Who instigated that whole action?
Who wanted Millers, furthermore, to somehow be
instrumental for Federal charges against Ekkers and
PI—on loans not even due or owing? We know,
don’t we? Well, GOD is into “justice”, not
“forgiveness”—GOD HAS NOTHING NOR
ANYONE “TO FORGIVE”, AND YOU ARE A
REFLECTION OF YOURSELF, GOOD FRIENDS.
BUT SOME PUSHED OTHERS INTO DOING
THINGS THEY WOULD ORDINARILY NOT
HAVE DONE—AND JUSTICE SAYS THAT YOU
SHOULD BE CONFRONTED TO THE FULLEST
EXTENT, UNDER THE LAW OF THE LAND
AND KARMA.
Many of you PROVED that to “settle” or “allow”
you to go on with your dirty dealings was a true error
in good judgment—you should have faced the
hangman THEN, and perhaps you wouldn’t have
continued to so damage others, such as Millers, with
your dirty deals.
By the way, the threats of Federal “indictments,
warrants for Ekkers’ arrest”, etc.—as circulated
through Rick’s writings, Gail and Rick’s international
games and then Bellringer’s blatherings—are grounds
for incredible repercussions, for that constitutes
THREAT TO LIFE AND PROPERTY. And yes,
we do KNOW, with hard evidence, that this bunch of
misfits tried to get Millers to bring charges—in a
Federal manner—against US. The old order of things
works on “cause and effect”, and the “effect” of these
“causes” will be forthcoming long after everyone has
forgotten about the deeds. Nobody from “that
side” has done ANYTHING to set these wrongs
to right—they have only tried to further lie, cheat
and steal to cover truth. So be it, for I hope the
“Watchers” are still watching, and remember: YOU
PUBLISHED THAT “ORACLE” GAVE UP
EVERYTHING TO “GO NORTH TO STOP THE
EKKERS”. WOW—AND PUBLISHED IT IN
YOUR EVER-MORE DEBACLE OF A PAPER OF
THE RAINBOW RAYS.
And thank you, Pierre and America East, for
continuing to give ammunition with your foolishness
on e-mail, etc. Doesn’t anyone realize that electronic
mail, solicitations, etc. are incredibly EASY to both
monitor and retrieve? Besides, your friends, Pierre,
spread the word you had died here a couple of
months ago—nice friends, or was that your idea in
order to trick Hatonn, somehow? How silly do you
children have to get? Stupid is as stupid does, is the
saying, I believe.
If this is a help to our “home team”—as we make
consideration for moving on in the new millennium—
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to your
inquiries. And no, we haven’t “stopped” anything—
we are moving into the real purpose of our journey in
this tired old world beset by evil and pain. God did
NOT create you to “suffer”; HE CREATED YOU
TO ALSO CREATE WITHIN HIS OWN SELF—IN
JOY AND GLORY; AND WHEN WE REACH
OUR HAND TO ANOTHER—WE FULFILL
THAT CIRCLE OF POSSIBILITIES; AND FOR
THOSE WHO WILL COME AFTER, TO WALK
IN OUR SHOES—WE MUST MAKE SURE

THAT OUR MOCCASINS ARE HEADED IN THE
“RIGHT” DIRECTION!
Dharma, I really do want to offer again the
section from Little Crow, as written within the Sipapu
manuscript, for you must be reminded from time to
time about REALITY.
Thank you, dear, and as we write over the next
few days, let us remind our people at home doing the
paper that we need to have some things available, so
that the paper itself can be done well ahead and, if
necessary, skip an issue—or double up on chapters of
the IMMACULATE DECEPTION book. It is
unbelievably well received here in the Philippines and
we need to keep THAT INFORMATION flowing.
But don’t short the possibilities within God and His
ability to “change” people. You might find George,
Jr. to have “changed” quite a bit in the last few years.
We will probably stop sending anything of great
importance on the electronic systems, if they are
running at all, so that you have a base from which to
continue in publications—if we have a break in ability
to communicate during the chaos expected. We don’t
want to further infections from viruses, so don’t open
your files if there is no identification, because that is
the new game. If you aren’t near the infecting
viruses, you won’t get the disease! And, if you do
get it, we will upgrade after the whirlwind dies down
a bit. And yes, we CAN.
As to vehicles for product delivery, etc.: Just use
your better vehicles, which allow for better security
for long trips, etc. Yes, we CAN replace “yours”, as
we sort our business, and get you new vehicles and
equipment—and relegate the older ones to use in the
businesses or get new ones for there, also. Let us
just continue to make it through here in this
immediate interim time for, in so doing, we are better
able to keep strings untangled. I would hope that
Mark would be able to spend quite a bit of time in
LV after we acquire help and start other enterprises,
which could really use the backup assistance there.
If it becomes necessary to close the product line
for a while, so be it. Rick has turned us in so many
times that we want no reference to anything ongoing
in a negative way. He (they) have called our
customers and claimed bad product. So, if you get
a quantity ahead—as in colloids, minerals, etc.—let it
go, if need be, until we can again come forth under
the full shelter of the, yes, governmental regulators.
We hide NOTHING; we will work with them, meet
all regulations, open the markets worldwide as
appropriate and enlarge our product line—for we are
not in competition with anyone, nor do we argue with
prescription items.
We need to be able to supply our “friends”, and
we will want to allow them to “stock up”, if
necessary. The drias store indefinitely, as do the
colloids. If there is a “release” of particulate in the
colloids—set aside and re-colloidalize, as you
colloidalize more. My people need a rest, and if
others can’t fill in—we will close the operation until
we restructure.
We need to know, as at the farm, if there is
anything at all worthy of “saving” in that old mobile
home, for that is not our problem or our asset. If it
is worth “salvage” or replacement, we will consider
it a bit later. I apologize to the new people who
wanted to use it, if it has become an inconvenience—
but it is up to them what they choose to do, for it
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should have been understood from early on that we
have nothing with which to work, or to spend, and
have no real interest longer in the farm except holding
it—until we can later decide on how to dismantle
what is there: keep it as a business venture, of some
kind, or whatever else might come along. We have
no further interests in it as originally it was
established. We certainly did not intend to make any
commitments and understood that this was a request,
as to possibilities, for the friends in point. We wish
to be no burden to anyone, but neither can our people
take on additional burdens, for this is “PHASE-OUT”
time for a lot of those old dreams—and an awakening
within the visions of new possibilities.
I recognize that there is no particular “pull” of
these people to myself or my team, and feel that they
might actually not remain content or happy within any
arrangements that cost them any such investment of
time or assets, as in reclaiming that mobile home. It
would, yes, be nice to have Turner or someone roof
the building to prevent further damage—but that is
HIS PROPERTY—not ours. We stood expenses and
labor to redo the house, the barns, etc. We do not
need to rebuild anything further which is nothing but
a problem to us, to either drag away or dismantle—
or repair. I hope there was no misunderstanding. My
people are weary unto the end with all the
responsibilities of trying to sort this myriad of things.
I had asked for the flooring laying in the attic of
the Adam Dr. house to be pulled out for exactly that
sort of use—as in some type of re-roofing to stop the
damage if needed, here and there—but that was
interrupted, and we have no other from which to pull
at this time; and David Campbell still has the lift,
which could have moved all that material. We are
caused, now, to wait and take stock as we can. But
Turner needs to be informed and inspect the place,
and he can decide if he wishes to do anything.
Therefore, if Rex and Mark—or someone there—will
ask him to look it over, please do so, ASAP.
As you watch the world become as day in the
nearness of the moon in a few days, don’t become
werewolves, silly children—recognize GOD in all
things and stop copping out on: “The devil made me
do it...!”
And, friends, all of you had better start
RETHINKING your status as a whole. You can
consider your desire for sovereignty as a person, as a
nation or however narrow you wish to remain—BUT
YOU ARE A GLOBAL SOCIETY, WHETHER OR
NOT YOU LIKE IT. IT IS TIME TO CONSIDER
THE REALITY OF THIS FACT AND SEE IF YOU
CAN’T SOMEHOW MAKE THIS A SOVEREIGN
PLANET, WHICH CAN BE ACCEPTABLE IN A
WORKING “ORDER” TO THE BROTHERHOOD
OF OTHER PLANETS AND COSMIC ORDER. A
PLANET HAS NO “EGO”, OTHER THAN THAT
OF THE INDIVIDUALS WHO INHABIT SAME—
AND, THEREFORE, WHEN YOU DAMAGE TOO
GREATLY—YOU WILL NOT BE IN
CONSIDERATION AS AN INDIVIDUAL EGOENTITY. THE WORLD WILL “NOT” BE
“SACRIFICED” FURTHER FOR YOUR EGOGREED AND AVARICE—PERIOD.
In love and hope for YOUR tomorrow,
perchance?
Dad
dharma
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Work With What Is;
Grow Into That Desired
12/19/99—#1
HAPPY YULETIDE
Hatonn—As we sit to write this morning I could
write on a dozen topics from the fast-flow of data
passing through my view. So, let us talk of
“Christmas”—WITHOUT the myths and within the
reality of what is presented in REALITY. “CHRIST”
is a REALITY, a VITALITY OF LIFE, FACTUAL
(NOT VIRTUAL) and is a STATE OF BEING-NESS.
Man, presented as in “human being”, is caught in
the trap of the play he is experiencing, no matter how
worn the curtains, the stage itself or the content of his
script. He is then twice more caught in the experience
of having virtually only TWO WAYS TO GO:
SUICIDE BY DEATH OF BODY, OR LIVING
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK FOR LIFE HUMAN
IN WHAT “IS”!
The cycle of each human experience, as you
recognize it to be, is an AVERAGE of some 70-75
years of YOUR counting to make it through to
“escape”. However, it is sufficiently long enough TO
LEARN TRUTH, “IF” you “haul ass”, as the more
practical professor would tell you, if he is honest. And
to pass your grades, chelas (students), you must not
only “haul ass” but you must KNOW and set aside the
fun and games of what is pronounced upon you—in
order that others CAN CONTROL YOU. THE
SECRET, YOU SEE, IS THAT YOU CAN
“CREATE” WHATEVER YOU WANT—FOR
SELF—GOOD OR BAD IN YOUR PERCEPTION.
Most people choose to succeed at failure, as perceived
by SELF. However, FACTS ARE that to “succeed” at
“failure” is only a PERCEPTION and is, in FACT, not
even the “easy way to go”.
SET YOUR GOAL AND THEN “CREATE” THAT
WHICH IS REQUIRED TO MAKE IT SO
I said “create” because I specifically mean
“CREATE”. ALL LIVING HUMAN FORM can do
one of two things: CREATE, or USE, PHYSICALLY,
THAT WHICH IS ALREADY PRESENT AND
CREATED. This is a very sad commentary, for just
as everything is available for failure, SO TOO IS
EVERYTHING AVAILABLE FOR “PERFECTION
OF SUCCESS”. THE PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION IS
THE PLACE IN WHICH YOU CAN EXERCISE
PHYSICAL PROCESSING.
When we speak of Christmas, we find that “christ”
is part of “a” word and “mas” is, in itself, a
“procedure”, as in “mass”, as would be a “ritual”
performed in some manner, shape or form.
Ah, but you think “mass” and you immediately
visualize Catholic Mass. NO, that is incorrect
visualization, although a traditional recognition—BUT,
before there was Catholic—there was catholic (meaning
all within one).

Christ must be attached to any religious body, because
even if you deal in Satanic ritual, it is in OPPOSITION TO
CHRIST-NESS. You see, chelas, “Christ” recognizes the
LIGHTED GOODNESS, WHICH IS THE REFLECTION
OF GOD. Evil is generally classified as in “opposition to”
the accepted “goodness”.
“But what about Jesus?” you might ask. Well,
“Jesus” is a label given that one you now consider Jesus
Christ by one Saul of Tarsus (calling himself “Paul”)—
years after meeting the “man” he would later “name”.
This particular MAN in point was named Emmanuel,
Immanuel, “Jmmanuel of the House of Joseph of...”.
He is called Isa, Esu, Isus, Yoshua, etc. A person
bearing the teachings of Christness is, in some manner,
recognized as a Christian in all varying levels or grades
of progression into and within “Christ” knowing. Here,
I do not discuss “belief”, for all birthed, natural, human
entities are BORN WITH KNOWING—AND BELIEF
IS A TAUGHT IDEA.
IN OTHER WORDS: YOU KNOW RIGHT
FROM WRONG WITHIN THE KNOWING OF
SELF. And believe me, parents, if you wish to quarrel:
WATCH YOUR CHILDREN.
They will,
ACTUALLY, present what you BELIEVE. They will
believe, for instance, in Santa Claus—as long as YOU
pretend such silliness.
I would prefer to see parents take their children and
tell them: “XXXX, you are not perfect BUT I LOVE
YOU. I AM NOT PERFECT—AND, THEREFORE,
LET US JUST RECOGNIZE AND LOVE ONE
ANOTHER. AND, THEREFORE, I AM GOING TO
GIVE YOU ‘SOMETHING FOR NOTHING’,
BECAUSE I LOVE YOU—NOT BY PRETENDING
‘SANTA’ MAGICALLY BROUGHT IT TO YOU.”
In your present mode of operation, you cause your
children to play silly games “on you”. They will
pretend to keep your games going. Is it not more
wondrous to have grannies, parents, siblings, friends—
loving you enough to give you something (or not, if
there be no wherewithal) than to have to believe that
some elf-brain in a red suit decides on your fate? That
“red suit” is nothing but a re-presentation to fool you,
of the Satan in Red. It is a Coca-Cola fabrication to
sell you “coke”, literally—as Coca-Cola once had quite
a bit of cocaine in its formulae. “THAT” was the
“secret in the recipe”.
Yes, there were goodly people who could become
“Saint” something-or-other, but do you really think that
such an entity should become such a success story for
the very adversary of Christ—as in ST. NICK? “Nick”
is synonymous with the Devil.
And no, I am not here to ruin your holidays and
spoil the last vestiges of a holiday that brings people,
family and giving forth in joyful coalition. You should
have at least 52 special occasions in a year, and they
should last at least 7 days each.
The Dec. 25 declared “holiday” for Christmas was
established long before anyone such as Esu Emmanuel
was birthed. That was a standing holiday of rather
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pagan characteristics. The MAN “JESUS” (Emmanuel)
was actually BORN IN AUGUST, with no tinkling
snow-bells or sleigh rides, unless on skids across a very
arid land. Therefore, recognize that you live in
mythology, and enjoy the fun and games in the actual
glad tidings of REALITY. You will, in that way, be
celebrating LOVE AND LIFE, AND NOT
DEMANDING TRADING OF COMMODITIES.
Santa Claus, I repeat, was born out of an advertising
campaign of EXTREMELY COMMERCIAL
FABRICATION. The IDEA AND IDEAL of giving is
birthed in love, sharing and heartfelt caring. And, if
you have to have your name on every gift you give to
get accolades and thanks in profusion unending for your
gift—YOU GAVE FOR THE WRONG REASON
AND FIT THE SANTA CLAUS GROUPIE. So, if
you are going to give to your children, whether it be
large or small—do it with LOVE and
UNDERSTANDING of the FACTS OF THE
GIVING. You WANT them to have the “whatever it
is”. And do the same for SELF, and that might even
become more important: GIVE TO SELF AND STOP
BLAMING WHAT YOU DON’T GET ON
SOMEONE ELSE’S LACK OF NOTING YOUR
IMPORTANCE. Why set self up for disappointment?
GET SOMETHING FOR THAT WONDERFUL
BEING—CALLED SELF!
Sometimes a gift given to “self” is so great in
“attitude adjustment” about the WHOLE thing that the
entire family or group is blessed by your caring enough
about Self to “send the very best”. Don’t think of that
which you don’t have—treat self and loved ones with
what you DO HAVE. And, students, there is no lack
of availability of LOVE—it is CREATED infinitely.
You cannot even “manufacture” it, neither can Santa or
YOU purchase it.
Honor the celebration of all religions which honor
God of Light, for they are like you—moving to that
orchestrated dance offered in the teaching and training
of culture and tradition—OF HUMAN EXPRESSION.
DO NOT HONOR IN ANY MEASURE AT ALL
THAT WHICH IS EVIL. But, you see, there is
wisdom in recognition. “Santa”, as a person in a red
suit, is NOT EVIL, so the game of let’s pretend is
OK—if you don’t get serious about it.
I note that the thrust is to give to the “needy” a
couple of times a year—try every day! AND, KNOW,
YOU CHILDREN OF THE CHAOS—THAT YOU
AND YOURS ARE USUALLY THE MOST
“NEEDY” OF ANY YOU SHALL MEET AND
CONSIDER LESSER. Charity is fine, PITY is quite
sad. Give to those whom you CAN, for in the giving
is the expression of true desire to share, or it represents
nothing more than a token of alms in the blindman’s
cup. And no, I do not suggest you stop giving—GIVE
MORE, WITHIN THE RIGHT “REASON”, AND
WATCH “SELF” BLOSSOM. SO, IF YOU MUST:
DO IT FOR SELF. BE GREEDY FOR GOODNESS.
I chuckle at your little games of such as: “If you
aren’t good, Junior, you will get coal in your stocking.”
Let me point out that if Junior is cold, he will have
received the best of all gifts in a sack of coal, which
might then warm the entire group around him as they
gather to the fire now made available. And when YOU
consider the lump of coal as the blessing it is—you will
be grateful for ALL THINGS.
I like to tattle on Dharma when I get a good chance
for an example—and yes, she gives me lot of chances
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to take note. You are of me and her and, therefore, we
can share—for you are the same.
Yesterday, in this little apartment-hotel in which
Ekkers have lived now for some time longer than the
couple of weeks expected, they were accepted as family
with the employees. They don’t know the owners—but
they are among the employees at every opportunity.
Yesterday was E.J.’s birthday, as well as being the day
of the employee celebration, so some choices had to be
made when the employees issued a SPECIAL invitation
to Ekkers to their party. And it was totally wondrous
to see the interchange as children were shared, dancing
was everywhere, traditions were shared and, yes, even
the laundry team was smuggling beer to the Ekkers’
seats, because Granny was turning red from the heat.
There is no ice and snow in Manila—it has cooled to,
perhaps, 93 degrees. Doris and E.J. were also asked to
judge performances and costumes, as some on the
program were dressed “for the New Millennium”—
which was an interesting concept and an even stranger
presentation. Doris went about telling the staff that
they were accepting bribes, but no bribes came, so she
voted the winner to be the guy smuggling the beer.
Anyway, it was fun, and E.J. was interesting in his
dancing, for you who know him from Green River
Stomp days, dancing on his cane and giving thanks that
the “new dancing” only requires a bit of gyration,
without moving location.
This was a winding way of noting that not only
was this a wonderful sharing time of EQUALS in heart
and dreams, but before the party part started, a priest
had come to do “Mass”.
I’m going to tell you this, because—as it turns out,
and although there were NO MEETINGS scheduled—
the most IMPORTANT one person, and part of his
family, appeared just ahead of the party.
It was even more interesting, for these are the
people setting up a bit of “interim” funds for a loan.
The man involved said E.J. had not given him full
instructions on how to handle one or two coordinates—
and needed that information so as to fully manage
whatever was being attended.
Doris had not met the person or most of the group
with him, and now what do you do? You have a choice
to make, which, of course, is no choice at all, because
you must, number one: keep your commitment, and
two: E.J. could handle one, while Doris could stand in
for the other. So, off Dharma went to first meet the
people and then attend the employees.
Don’t you see that the very KEEPING OF A
COMMITMENT meant more to that MAN than
anything else that could have happened? And where
would Doris be going? Well, of course, to Mass! To
Mass (?) you might query, but she isn’t.... Ah, but she
is “catholic”, she just isn’t Roman Catholic. But, she
had two “bodyguards” with her to see to “Mom’s”
feeling comfortable, and the next hour was a totally
delightful experience.
She met the humble Father presiding and, before the
service, they were great friends. Also, since the “other”
meeting was so very important, her heart was full and
grateful—a combination not to be lightly overlooked.
So, with gracious comments, the Father gave
appreciation and acceptance of her presence among
them, and did a wonderful lesson on CHRISTMAS—
mostly in Tagalog. But, you see, no language was
necessary: LOVE WAS SHOWN LIKE THE
THING IT IS—THE FACE OF GOD.

But what was humorous? After the service, the
Father again met with Doris, and he beamed and said:
“I am praying for your success, and I will pray twice
as hard from now on.”
Dharma said to the man that dreams are coming
true for “we-the-people” of God, and we must only pray
for “others” and our “relations”, and that she had
worked this thing out pretty well: she “would pray hard
for him (the priest)” and if he prayed hard for our
projects, we would get this thing done. SO, THERE’S
A LOT OF PRAYIN’ GOIN’ ON AROUND HERE.
There was so much love and appreciation among
everyone that the “business people” didn’t leave until
the party was almost over—sitting in the open dining
area and experiencing their own family members in
renewal of some long-neglected relationships. Oh,
indeed, chelas, YOU HAVE CREATED THE WAY,
AND THESE THINGS OF LOVE FOR WHICH WE
WORK UNSTINTINGLY WILL MANIFEST—and
now, more quickly than you might have imagined, for
the ground is now cleared and the fields ready for the
next crop to be the fruit of our labors. WILL IT BE
EASIER? YES, INDEED, IF YOU ARE OF US. IF
YOU SERVE SATAN, YOUR SPIRAL
“DOWNWARD” WILL LIKELY INCREASE, BUT
YOU ARE GOING TO EXPERIENCE THE
“POSSIBILITY” OF CHANGE.
There is foot-dragging here, because the overall,
larger plan is now set in the schedule for after things
settle from the silliness taking place in the world of
confusion. But the plans are accepted, the needs are
noted and being taken care of from various “end”
departments, where impacts are greatest, and this is to
allow no jumping of any starting gun. This is why
there will be totally separate assistance, if arrangements
can be concluded to allow for a better ease in
integration of the programs and projects ahead. WE
ALWAYS MUST CLEAR UP THAT WHICH IS
PAST—TO EASILY, AND IN KNOWING OF
PLAYERS, DISCERN WHO IS DEPENDABLE AND
WHO WILL DROP AWAY, AND WHO IS TRUE
FRIEND VS. GOOD-WEATHER ACQUAINTANCE
AND WHO IS AND HAS DECLARED THROUGH
VOICE OR ACTION TO BE “THE ENEMY”. WE
DO NOT SERVE THE ADVERSARY,
INTENTIONALLY, TO ASSIST IN HIS EVIL
GAMES. THIS IS JUST “THE WAY IT IS”.
Our hearts are filled to overflow with gratitude and
thanksgiving, as we anticipate the NEW. You now have
“New World Disorder” and, whether or not you LIKE IT,
you have a global status, as in “community”—but, ah, the
community is in total unbalance and confusion. You need
individual SOVEREIGNTY in equal understanding and
opportunity WITHIN a community of the ONE.
Technology has brought the FACT of world
communications and “being”; you must now form a basis
upon which to build that community as a WHOLE, to
bring you to the ABILITY TO FUNCTION WITHIN
YOUR NEXT NEIGHBORHOOD OF COSMIC
PARTICIPATION, WHICH WILL BE YOUR NEXT
DESIRE AT ANNEXATION. AND YOU AREN’T
GOING TO BE LIKED AS THE NEW KIDS IN
SCHOOL IF YOU CONTINUE TO BLOW UP
EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH. AGAIN, YOUR
“DRUTHERS” ARE OF LESSER IMPORTANCE THAN
THE FACT THAT “THIS IS THE WAY IT IS”.
Ideas come and grow, and knowledge of the BEST way
to go is often presented—unfortunately, sometimes it is
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prior to that which is possible for even movement within
the given setting. We do not go to battle; WE MUST
WORK WITH AND WITHIN THAT WHICH IS—AND
GROW EVER UPWARD TOWARD LIGHT AND
FREEDOM. THE WAY MOST EASILY PRESENTED
FOR SUCH ACHIEVEMENT IS TO ACTUALLY
NEGOTIATE AND GROW RIGHT WITHIN THE
SETTING PROVIDED, WHICH MAY WELL NOT YET
BE TO YOUR IDEAL STAGE OF PRESENTATION.
WE WORK WITH “WHAT IS” AND GROW INTO
THAT WHICH “IS DESIRED”.
I caution my own team that you cannot dictate to that
“other” party, who “co-ventures”, what he shall do with
“his”, once the co-venture is accomplished; for our portion
of the joint venture ENDS in the agreement, with the
funding. Ah, so! Participate in the joy, but do not dictate
that which the other MUST DO with his rightfully acquired
assets.
This protects the base spring, from which amazing
things can be brought to life elsewhere and in other ways.
You can disagree with a man without causing his desire for
non-participation, or confronting in any type of insult to his
own ideas and ideals. THE BETTER WAY WILL
PRESENT ITSELF WITHOUT YOUR ATTITUDES
AND OPINIONS OF PERSONAL NATURE CLOUDING
WISDOM BY “SELF-DEFENSE” OF EGO
MANIFESTATION. YOU DO YOUR PART, AND WE
SHALL DO OURS—AND THE OTHER SHALL COME
TO SEE THE BETTER WAY—IF, INDEED, WE
OFFER A BETTER WAY. “WE FIND A NEED AND
FILL IT”—AS THE CAPITALISTIC ADVERTISEMENT
GOES.
If we keep our agreements—then the other man can
know that he will be secure in keeping his. GOD
KEEPS HIS AGREEMENTS, BUT MAN IS PRONE
TO BREAK HIS.
I don’t want to linger on this message, because you
have so much ahead to confront and with which to
grow. It is a time of change—as is all “time” and
universal thought.
So, at Christmas—put a bit of “CHRIST” into and
within your being and in your actions, and the reality
will present, while the mythology is also taken in its
proper perspective as part of the illusion of the play
within which you are manifest.
It is a wondrous opportunity to present change, because
the longings of mankind are better focused on that which
is goodly, as a mass consciousness, no matter which
“religion” you choose. Religions are clubs—GOD IS.
Unfortunately, the “clubs” of Earth are based on the very
forgotten premise of GOD THAT IS.
And, how can you know whether or not a man who
claims to be God is real or false? His claim makes him
FALSE. He can be OF God, With God and WITHIN
God, but if he proclaims to be THE “second coming of
Christ”—he is NOT. For one thing, it “cannot” be only the
“second coming of...”, so the whole premise is incorrect, in
actuality. When we THINK in the REALITY of WHAT
IS, we stop making such foolish errors.
And, remember: A THING is only of value relative to
the value YOU GIVE IT. GOD IS TOTAL; a THING is
but your perception of it.
My wish is that you have JOY and GLORY during
ANY festival of lights or sharing, and even more joy
and glory in your REALITY OF TRUTH, LOVE,
LIGHT AND BEINGNESS.
DAD
dharma
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Give A Man A Vision And
He Will Accept Nothing Less
12/20/99—#1
TRANSITIONS AND EVOLUTION
Hatonn—Dharma, I ask that we get the writings
lined up early, as in right now, so that the team can have
a bit more comfortable time-schedule. While we doubleup on work during holidays, we must remember that
there are family things to be attended and friendships to
be strengthened—and Y2K games waiting in the data
banks to allow the kiddies of chaos to spring a few
“gotchas”. Let us avoid getting bound up or our
computers infected.
It is pretty much “time” for us to go pretty much
into “silent running”, for a lot of things are taking place;
people are going out on a limb to help, “ahead” of time,
to accommodate our needs, and if it can’t be worked out
suitably, then NOTHING can actually “change hands” or
accounts until that calendar turns over. We can do a lot
of things in 7 days. Actually, it is often said that God
CREATED the world in 7 days! Or, was it six, and He
twiddled his thumbs on the 7th? How quickly we forget!
We are working with THE people who will get this
project done and running, while having to work around
world schedules, for there is no concept of the masses as
to anything, including that which is right in front of them
or, actually, on them. There is mass deadening, without
the ease of anesthesia. The pain grows, while the
perception of ability to change weakens.
The commercialism built into the current concept of
Christmas has caused people to be totally blinded by the
lights, the hype and the actual needs of the moment, in
which they who have NOT will not recognize the
extreme difference in themselves and their masters. A
man in this position will actually give his life for 100
pesos this afternoon, rather than be willing to wait
(unless forced to do so) for next week and a better job,
position, future or whatever would come—if we just
work solidly together. But this is MAN’S time of
choosing—and he has become accustomed to being
enslaved, so he cannot perceive the vision beyond the
visual chaos of his circumstance.
Next, what happens? Well, the “ordinary” man will
now give his helplessness to the “Lord”, because he has
no place, seemingly, otherwise to turn. So he prays, and
usually nothing happens, for ALL he does is pray—for
God to fix it. God is not going to do that “FIXING”—
so the church preachers have taught man HOW TO
SUFFER. They will teach that even the Christ came
forth to teach mankind HOW TO SUFFER. No, the
Christ-teachers came forth to teach man that there is
ETERNAL LIFE. Well, who the heck, in the pits of
hell, wants “eternal” life? However, with the HELP of
the religious rhetorical oratory and the political hogwash,
a man learns to tolerate his suffering. He will actually
TURN AWAY FROM ABUNDANCE, IN FAVOR OF
SUFFERING! This is not only NOT unusual—but is
the normal thing to happen. He will actually turn from
the Godly TRUTH and follow the clowns of Disney
World.

Well, I will share something with you readers:
There is not a single employee in this hotel in Makati,
Manila that doesn’t KNOW this is all going to happen,
and some are having their confirmation meetings each
day, several times, to add strength to Ekkers’ task at
hand. THE most important persons to the beginning of
this projected PLAN now come here because they can
relax, visit with “family”, share with “US” and witness
the love that has grown between our two representatives
and the people. THIS WHOLE “THING” IS FOR THE
PEOPLE, REMEMBER? But the people have to be
reminded of how wondrous THEY ARE, so that they
step right out and seize the moment—they are the leaders
of tomorrow!
You want to witness joy and acceptance? You truly
would have delighted at the hotel employees’ party. The
laundry persons and the housecleaning staff kept old
Mom and old E.J. on the dance-floor all evening—with
smiles from ear to ear. Doris—and E.J., on a cane yet—
learned the funky chicken wiggle-giggle and the Hard
Rock gyration-invasion, and our “lender” VIP learned a
bit more about “his people”.
In the Philippines, the biggie is to send away
“contract workers” to all parts of the world as “slaves”
to serve the higher masters. Poo, these people are bright,
and all they need is an opportunity to “dance” circles
around those Puppet-Masters’ puppets in high places. Life
and living will be EXACTLY what YOU make it to be.
Do you really think human-to-human, in LOVE, is
not enough to “cut it”? Well, I beg to differ, for in
sharing as equals in a project for growth, out of 186
rooms and apartments full of guests—exactly five people
outside the employee staff were even allowed at this
gathering. Moreover, THIS year, the owner had to
rearrange the usual routine to allow the possible new
buyer to see how great they treat their staff. Wow, they
were allowed to have their party by the pool and their
dinner laid out in the “Conference” room off the pool—
and actually to have Mass in the same room. Last year
and all other years, what little they had was under the
shed in the under-back of the hotel. GIVE A MAN A
VISION AND HE WILL ACCEPT NOTHING LESS.
HE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO SEE HOW “HE”,
ALONE, CAN DO MUCH—BUT WITH
UNBENDING STRENGTH TO FOLLOW, HE WILL
ACHIEVE THE GOAL, FIRST OF THE LEADERGUIDE AND THEN FOR HIMSELF.
How can Ekkers possibly fail? There is more
praying from REAL HEARTS going on around here
than you can imagine! Dreams of educations for
themselves and their children, self-respect, security for
their families through their own labors—are the visions
now held strong. And yes, we will know how to DO IT
when the time is come—“I” can see to “that”.
Ah, but first, hearts have to be opened, so that
MINDS can be opened and egos put aside, while reality
of worth finds its rightful place at the top of the list of
individual attributes.
And furthermore, for whatever all the reasons might
be for Ekkers not going home and leaving everything up
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in the air until they have their own family interchange—
the people witness a GROWING instead of a lessening
of effort—and a staying of the course—WITH THEM.
AND, READERS, GOD IS RECOGNIZED WHEN
HIS PEOPLE STAY THE COURSE.
I come into the witness of the badgering of the
Millers back home, as the insipids try to get them to
sign-off on documents that somehow would, they are
told, “hang the awful Ekkers”. How so? Tricky, et al.,
would ACTUALLY FURTHER DAMAGE THE
MILLERS? My goodness, is there no end to the
atrocities?
I am going to offer here the information Bellringer
got from Rick Martin and ran on INTERNATIONAL
Internet. Read carefully, as if you are an attorney-at-law,
and see what you see as potential for litigation, for or
against the parties. Note the hedging of “facts” and, if
you remember the entire episode as it unfolded, you will
recognize that this came on top of major placement of
this information in the “hijacked” editions of CONTACT
and in Spectrum. Then there was a major effort to make
circumstances so difficult to manage that Ekkers would
have to come home to attend business—or LOSE
EVERYTHING, INCLUDING, AGAIN, THE HOUSE
AND PERSONAL THINGS. IT WAS NEVER
IMAGINED THAT EKKERS WOULD JUST LET IT
GO IN ORDER TO FINISH THIS JOB IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA. SO BE IT. YES, WE HAVE
FACT—FOR MILLERS SAID THAT “THAT
GROUP” ASKED THEM TO FILE MAJOR
COMPLAINT PAPERS AGAINST EKKERS/
PHOENIX INSTITUTE, AND MRS. MILLER SAID
THAT SHE HAD REFUSED TO DO SO.
There is NO case against the Phoenix Institute.
Loans are not due and owing, as has been attested and
tested IN COURT! Further, if the issues are pushed
because of the legal “tie-ups” by parties who have
perpetrated fraud on international TELEVISION, there
will be further damages to consider by you attached to PI
against the greedy thieves—most of whom have
NOTHING invested, loaned or coming. They have been
the users and takers for, lo, these years.
I want you to look at this paragraph and see what
YOU WOULD DO, if you were near the end of the
incredible journey to success of a whole change?
“Financial authorities in the United States are
claiming that fraud charges have been filed against E.J.
and Doris Ekker, and that there are some very serious
warrants out for their arrest, should they return to the
United States. Apparently, the charges include misuse of
Phoenix Institute funds and misuse of the Herman
Peruvian gold certificate.”
Errors included? Well, from back to front: Ekkers
have never even seen a Peruvian gold certificate or, much
the less, a Herman Peruvian gold certificate. They have
been shown copies of “duplicated” “things”, which are
NOT either certificates or valid duplicates.
Well, actually, with full knowledge of EVERYONE,
after this very referenced publication, the Ekkers DID
RETURN HOME. But have the miscreants again, AS
THEY DID BEFORE, turned in anonymously the Ekkers
to avoid being caught AGAIN in their OWN TRAP?
Sometimes it is better to NOT KNOW—it doesn’t cloud
your thinking about IMPORTANT PRIORITIES. If
YOU were told, Mr./Ms. Reader, that you were going to
be arrested by the Federal authorities, should you “return
to the U.S.”, and you were away—about to finish the job
you went to accomplish—WOULD “YOU” RUSH
BACK TO SAVE A HOUSE FROM THE AUCTION
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BLOCK? WHY? IS THERE NO REASON IN YOUR
MINDS? IF YOU ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOU SET
FORTH TO DO—AND IT INCLUDES VERY LARGE
FUNDING RESOURCES—IS “THAT” HOUSE OF
“REAL” VALUE? ONLY IN THE HEART,
FRIENDS, ONLY IN THE HEART.
The misfits have tied themselves into incredible knots
of libel, fraud and mismanagement (along with criminal
activities), since that was first placed to Internet, so as to
have actually wrapped up the case against them—hook, line
and sinker. I would have assumed that Millers had already
paid quite enough for listening and acting on this terrible
advice and pressure. The COST to them, alone, is far more
than the price of the house in point.
I asked Doris to sit and respond to Patrick Bailey,
for there is a friendship that goes back a dozen years—
but Patrick “Bellringer” went on international Internet
supporting Rick’s lies and condemning Ekkers, primarily
Doris. Those papers were never published by
CONTACT, nor even scattered to all the E-mail
recipients—but did go to Bellringer, for a retraction on
his Internet site. Did he do that? Not to the notice of
those checking. At last statement (from materials SENT
to Malaysia and Brunei), the message from Rick Martin
must still be currently on that site. BUT I TELL YOU
AGAIN, NOW, THAT TRUTH WILL “OUT”; IT HAS
“OUTED”, AND IT IS NO LONGER THE EKKERS
IN JEOPARDY. This is only the very best EVIDENCE
FOR THE COURT OF LAW—THE VERY BEST!
Rick, et al., should be known as the Anonymous Shadow
People of the Lie, for they never do anything openly—
for what they offer is so filled with lies as to never make
themselves publicly recognized. They play silly, childish
games with those who do not appreciate games in the
first place—and childish stupidity is not condoned under
any circumstances. Have YOU ever noticed how totally
imbecilic and silly Satan is?
Well, readers and friends, we do not jeopardize this
program to go weep over our stolen goods—NOW OR
EVER. I believe that to begin the NEW YEAR by
cleaning the closets, we will probably ask that all those
pages of writing to Patrick be offered in CONTACT, for
we do NOT hide—we want it right out there into the
public arena for all eyes to see and ears to hear. GOD
IS NEITHER A WIMP NOR A PIOUS FOOL
ACTING ON THE MOST RIDICULOUS AND
INSIDIOUS PERCEPTIONS OF MISFITS AND
MISCREANTS. GROW UP!
The problem is that the exchange took place in June
(13-14), and thus, so much has unfolded since that the
information is “book”-sized, and we don’t actually want
to give away our own strategy because it is being forced
into court on many counts—after the children of the lie
were given every opportunity, along with associates, to
clear the entire situation(s).
It is not “just Ekkers”, readers; this hit Cort Christie,
as they turned in his operation to the Feds on the basis
of something-or-other—legal (IT IS NOW PROVEN)
but reported as illegal activities (the “boys” don’t bother
to learn facts). It ruined the stability of income for one
of Cort’s LEGALLY SERVING employees and cost,
now, probably around a million $$$ a year for loss of
that asset. It also caused Cort, via blackmail (is the only
way to put it), to fire a worthy, loyal employee and keep
the very offender on his payroll, with even more
“responsibility”. But more than these things, Phoenix
Institute and Ekkers, personally, funded the very
upstart of NCH, paid travel (move to Las Vegas for
Cort) and literally built the company, only to never

get help of any kind—and find now that the whole of
the stock was issued, personally, to Cort, himself.
That incorporation agency was started as a
BUSINESS—one of the PROJECTS into which people
had loaned money to establish it. Do we now let that
slide, while our people hurt and are made to lose, to
disallow confrontation over the FACTS? I do NOT
mean “Ekkers”, good friends—I AM TALKING
ABOUT YOU OF PHOENIX INSTITUTE
CONNECTIONS.
THAT business has done
INCREDIBLY WELL, and what do we get in exchange?
Oh, things thugged from the warehouse, a takeover of
some of the corporations—on more than one occasion—
and, to “distance” himself, a lawsuit brought months ago
against Ekkers for over $40,000 in “so-called”
arrearages. Of course, Mr. Moorhead is the “controller”
and apparently forgot how the company was structured
at upstart—and NEVER WAS CHANGED, except that
Cort branched off into a dozen different directions,
instead of attending what he was PAID AND
ESTABLISHED TO DO.
Margie, do you kiss goodbye the loan you made, so
Cort can slide? Well, you out there are going to have to
make some choices, aren’t you?
Offers were made to Millers regarding a resolution
of damages over the house property, and they were given
until November 14 to respond. They didn’t bother, and
now their lawyer is caught in a terrible squeeze—of
actual malpractice, it appears.
Cort was given time to respond and resolve this matter:
simply square up the records, recover the stolen corporate
records (taken by the Spectrum children from the house)
and get the other corporations attended and brought current,
and cease and desist from deliberately giving out FALSE
INFORMATION regarding Global Alliance.
That didn’t stop, and we now have the “Mayor” of
Bataan back in town, full to overflow about his trip
“abroad”, including his treatment or experiences while in
Las Vegas and at NCH. He had funders WITH HIM—
really good show to have no notion from your Corporate
Agent that you even exist.
So, against all odds, we have succeeded? Certainly, we
have succeeded “enough” to be able to attend these nasty
little games and continue with our work.
Where does EVIL find footing? In those who think
themselves to be beyond reproach. If you are working for
God, do you actually think Satan won’t pull in his best
tricksters? Oh, you children of the lie—you sit for 10 or
more years proclaiming your allegiance to goodness and
then follow the vipers the first time you stick your foot into
the jackal-poop.
It is hard to sit and write day after long day and hold
to truth, while the battering ram is pounding your door and
your heart—but we do it, and we become stronger for the
beating, and we will face whatever comes next on the home
front—or abroad. You are in a global COMMUNITY, no
matter what you choose to believe. You can’t ignore a
“New World Order”—you are in that New World Order.
All you can do is change the structure within toward a
better way and get “what is” on your team to help. GOD
ALLOWS—MAN MUST CONFRONT; AND WHEN
YOU GET THAT STRAIGHT, YOU MAY YET MAKE
IT.
IT IS NOT A “NEW MILLENNIUM” IN POINT, AS
YOU MOVE AHEAD—IT IS WHAT YOU DO WITH
THAT WONDROUS GIFT OF “TIME” THAT
DETERMINES YOUR LEGACY TO A WORLD AND
MANKIND. IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH BUGS IN
YOUR COMPUTERS—THERE ARE NO BUGS IN
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YOUR COMPUTERS—JUST LACK OF BRAINS. STOP
SCAPEGOATING YOUR LACK OF COURAGE TO
CHANGE ANYTHING.
I wish to move on and, in so doing, I want to share a
Max Soliven editorial column. I am not going to delve into
politics, but you must attend that which is no longer
isolated or selective as to location—YOU ARE IN A
GLOBAL INTERCHANGING WORLD—FACE IT!
[QUOTING, Max Soliven, Publisher and Chairman of
the Board, the Philippine Star, Sun., Dec. 19, 1999:]
GOOD OVERCOMING EVIL IS WHAT
CHRISTMAS AND NATIONHOOD ARE ALL ABOUT
Resisting the urge to dispense sermons at
Christmastime taxes even the most ingenuous of pastors,
opinion writers—and villains—during the Yuletide season.
There is always a great deal of prayerful thought and
introspection during this “holy season”—but it is eclipsed
by the crass materialism of the shopping spree.
This reminds me of the unforgettable but cynical lines
of Daniel Defoe (1660-1731), better known for his novel,
ROBINSON CRUSOE, than for his more serious works. In
a book called THE TRUE-BORN ENGLISHMAN (1701), a
satire on King William III, Defoe wrote:
“Whenever God erects a house of prayer,
The Devil always builds a chapel there.
And ‘twill be found upon examination,
The latter has the larger congregation.”
[H: Wow, does this fit today, or what?]
I was reminded of these lines from the English author
when businessman Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala II, the
scion of the clan that built Makati, remarked upon receiving
a Ten Outstanding Young Men (TOYM) award for business
leadership that “crime and corruption get all the attention
(but) goodness goes unreported”.
The “cynicism and skepticism of the times,” Zobel the
Younger lamented, “misrepresent the way people and things
really are.”
Perhaps there’s wisdom in promoting this kind of
optimism. Truly, then, Jaime Augusto deserves the TOYM
award for business leadership, for as Napoleon Bonaparte,
the great French Emperor, declared in his Maxims: “A
leader is a dealer in hope.”
As a matter of fact, however, Napoleon, the “Child of
Destiny” who conquered most of Europe, didn’t trust in
leadership and hope alone—he perfected the use of artillery
and cavalry.
The same should be true of us as we fight for right,
decency, liberty and freedom of opportunity for everyone.
We must establish a just society which lives by the law, and
not by the wiles of lawyers. As one of America’s founding
fathers, Thomas Jefferson, put it so well in a letter to Abbe’
Arnold in 1789, “The execution of the laws is more
important than the making of them.” [H: Well, no
wonder the Native Americans so despised Mr.
Jefferson—Jefferson was one of the worst respecters of
“Indians” known at the time. And he is, in fact,
WRONG. If the laws are GOOD, they shall stand, and
to “enforce” bad laws against helpless people is an
atrocity. You have example after example of bad laws
being inflicted against all of Creation so, if nothing else,
perhaps Mr. Jefferson should have been hanged for
furthering such a bad idea.]
We have one of the best bodies of law in the world; the
problem is that, despite hundreds of excellent statutes, we
don’t observe or revere them. “Justice” has become a game
of wits, with everybody seemingly engaged in scheming to
evade the law or punch through loopholes in the law. [H:
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IF THERE WERE TRUE JUSTICE, THERE WOULD
BE NO NEED FOR LOOPHOLES, FOR THE
CRIMINALS WOULD BE DISEMPOWERED.]
Which brings us back to Zobel’s argument. Of course,
crime and corruption get more attention than goodness.
[H: One good reason for that state of affairs is that
there is ever so much MORE corruption than goodness
taking place.] As Jean Cocteau, the French thinker, said
in Le Rappel; a’ l’Ordre, “If it has to choose who is to be
crucified, the crowd will always save Barabbas (not
Christ).”
Good will, in the end, we earnestly believe, overcome
evil. However, it will take a long time and a great deal of
sacrifice to accomplish that. [H: No, it takes no longer
than actually confronting evil and researching
possibilities, but just like Mr. Soliven, people won’t
bother, for they set themselves ABOVE AND BEYOND
those who offer “the way” and treat them exactly like
they did the Christ—as if they are NOTHING, and
certainly NOTHING of importance to waste a half-hour
of a busy man’s schedule for a meeting with his own
cronies. Mr. Soliven had an opportunity to MAKE HIS
POSITIVE POSITION IN THE LEGACY OF A
NATION AND A GLOBE, AND HE WAS SIMPLY
IRRITATED AND SAID, “HOW DO I KNOW WHO
YOU ARE?” OH, WELL. AS TO SACRIFICE?
WHAT SACRIFICE? ARE YOU SAYING THAT TO
ACCOMPLISH JOY AND JUSTICE IT REQUIRES
SACRIFICE? ISN’T IT ABOUT TIME THE
“SACRIFICE” IS MADE BY THE GUILTY
CRIMINALS, BY LOSING THEIR ABILITY TO
CORRUPT, SKIVE, STEAL, LIE AND CHEAT?
DON’T ASK THE PEOPLE TO LONGER SACRIFICE
WHILE THESE IDIOTS LEAD—GET RID OF THE
SCUM, AND THE PEOPLE WILL TAKE BACK
THEIR GOVERNMENTS AND “LEAD”. This may all
sound very good, Max, but the facts are, it is just more
rhetoric now dumped on the people to make them feel
they must longer sacrifice. Why don’t you “sacrifice”
your own ego-trappings and come DOWN HERE with
we-the-people?]
There is no peace in Palestine, in Israel and the Middle
East, where “Christianity” began. It is the battleground of
contending Faiths; how strange it is that religious beliefs
bring discord and hatred, rather than brotherhood, each side
convinced it is doing the will of God, of Yahweh and of
Allah, all one and the same [supposedly] Deity.
Even among Christians, bloody wars were fought
through the centuries, martyrs hanged, drawn and
quartered; saints, scientists and thinkers burned at the stake.
Fearful of ending his “reign” on a sour note of failure,
America’s President Bill Clinton is attempting to forge a
last-minute “peace” between those two hostile nations,
Israel and Syria. [H: And yes, indeed, sort of as with
little Monica—by raping them both. When Satan leads,
what possible GODLINESS can come from the plan set
forth?]
The peace talks being held in Washington, DC, on the
other hand, got off to a very shaky start. The Foreign
Minister of Syria, Mr. Farouk Shara, delivered a fiery and
hostile opening speech—which took Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak and Israel’s Foreign Minister David Levy
aback, and was declared by them as “unacceptable”.
Nonetheless, President Clinton had apparently
compelled the men from Jerusalem and the delegation from
Damascus to go on talking. The suspicion arises, despite
the assurances of Prime Minister Barak, one of Israel’s most
decorated generals in the past, that he is ready to discuss
the “return” to Syria of the verdant and strategically-located

Golan Heights, which Israeli forces seized in the Six-Day
War 32 years ago, driving thousands of Syrians from their
farms and homes, and, in the intervening decades,
converting that fertile patch of orchard and pasture land
into a place of “milk and honey”.
At least half a million displaced Syrians have their
roots in the Golan (from Israel fortifications and pillboxes
there you can see Syria’s capital of Damascus with the
naked eye).
In spite of Barak’s assurances of discussing the
exchange of “land for peace”, there is now bitterness among
the 17,000 Israelis who settled there, and even among
20,000 Druzes of Syrian origin.
I can understand the reluctance. In 1965, on a longago visit to Israel, Jordan and Lebanon, I spent with my
wife a few days in the most exposed kibbutz (or settlement)
in the Galilee, a place called Kibbutz Tel Katzir, which
means “Hill of the Harvest”. Our spell in this hardworking
“fortified” settlement was laced with some danger. A wall
protected Israelis and their children from Syrian snipers
perched high above them, in the Golan Heights. But, once
in a while, a fusillade of bullets and mortar rounds would
harass the kibbutz, which stands not far from Lake
Kinnaret, better known in Biblical fame as the SEA OF
GALILEE, where Jesus once walked upon the water, and
where He enjoined His apostles to cast their nets to bring
up swarming loads of fish and where He promised to make
them “fishers of men”.
Barak, indeed, while a tough Prime Minister
determined to pursue the interrupted “peace process”, risks
his own life by proposing the “return” of the Golan to the
Syrians.
In my last visit to Israel, in 1996, I arrived just a few
weeks after November 4, 1995, when a visionary Prime
Minister (himself a famous general), Yitzhak Rabin, was
assassinated by a militant Jew for daring to talk “peace”
with the Arabs.
We laid flowers at the site of Rabin’s murder in a
square in Tel Aviv.
We subsequently met Barak himself in Jerusalem. He
was then foreign minister and a fire-breathing nationalist,
although, as a friend, he mourned Rabin’s martyrdom.
Now, having overthrown the radical, “anti-peace”
government of Bibi Netanyahu, Mr. Barak has come across,
in the Rabin model, as a moderate and a peacemaker.
It’s early days yet. The Syrian-Israeli talks may still
bog down. There has been too much bloodshed, there have
been too many injustices, too many feuds, too much
fanaticism on both sides. As the Russian writer Nikolai
Gogol once described it, man’s fate is too often burdened
“by the weight of the dead souls”.
On that trip, a group of editors and journalists from
Asia, Europe and the United States, undertook an
expedition to the Golan. As we wheeled our way up the
mountain trail to that high plateau, it snowed. At the
summit, there was a fortification. A soldier stood guard in
the bitter cold. I ASKED HIM IF HE WAS A “SABRA”
(AN ISRAELI BORN IN ISRAEL, NAMED AFTER THE
PRICKLY BUT SWEET FRUIT OF THE CACTUS).
“NOT AT ALL,” THE IDF SOLDIER REPLIED IN
THE MOST ATROCIOUS NEW YORK ACCENT. “I’M
FROM BROOKLYN.”
From the Golan, you can cross the mine fields into
Syria.
During the Black September War of 1970, I found the
Golan useful as an infiltration point. I had flown straight
to Ben Gurion Airport from Rome at the start of the “war”
between Jordan’s plucky late King Hussein and the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO’s) warriors for the
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control of his Hashemite Kingdom.
Hussein crushed the PLO uprising with the armored
strength of his Arab legion, which had been trained into a
hard-as-nails combat force by the late General Glubb of
Britain. The Syrians punched in with their Russian-made
tanks to “rescue” the PLO men, who were being battered.
In the nick of time, I had managed to sneak up the
Golan and cross into Syria’s Irbid Peninsula—and
witnessed that crucial battle. The Jordanian Arab Legion’s
British-made (World War II vintage) Centurion tanks sliced
through the Syrian armor like a knife through butter.
Within a few hours, with Syrian tanks burning all
around, the confrontation was over. Under the cover of
darkness, the Syrians, humiliated, towed the charred wrecks
of their destroyed tanks away. (It was the neatest form of
sad “garbage disposal” I had every witnessed.)
The Israelis had ranged their tanks and armored units
along the demarcation line, just in case the Syrian tank
units got “ambitious” and strayed towards Galilee. They
were gratified to be only “spectators”, having avoided being
drawn into that decisive battle. But this just goes to show
how strategic and vital to Israel’s defense the Golan
remains.
Will the Israelis ever trust the Syrians? Will the
Syrians ever accept a peace forged by the Americans,
always Israel’s biggest supporter and guarantors?
It’s just like the miracle of Christmas. It requires a
leap of faith.
Over the December skies will we see the Christmas
Star, and not the blazing trail of Scud missiles?
This is the conundrum.
And yet, this desert region is a place of miracles. One
of the most astounding miracles is how the PLO’s leading
terrorist, Yasser Arafat, has—in the past few years—
become the Apostle of Peace. God bless them all.
[H: This “miracle” of Arafat is not so unusual. He
underwent an ambush where he, only, survived. He was
killed, and he met GOD FACE TO FACE—THAT
changes a man’s outlook on a lot of things.]
Another country which belongs intimately to the
chronicle of Christmas and Christianity is next-door Egypt,
the former Land of the Pharaohs, where—instead of
commemorating the Third Millennium—the Egyptians are
announcing the celebration of their Seventh Millennium, or
7,000 years of civilization.
You see this fact proclaimed in all those CNN
advertisements. On New Year’s Eve, a large helicopter will
deposit a cone of gold atop the world-renowned and ancient
Pyramid of Cheops on the outskirts of Cairo. [H: And
doesn’t this make all you Illuminati illuminates just a bit
squeamish in your sandals? That is a JEWISH antic,
with a lot of money poured into the commercial
adventure by France, which makes up the KZB
(Khazarian Zionist Bolsheviks). The serpent people are
showing you that they are a long way from dead—yet!]
The gold cone will rest there only a short while and
will then be whisked away—again by helicopter—probably
lest somebody steal it.
The name “Cairo” is a corruption of the appellation in
Arabic, El Kahira (The Victorious One). The title was
given to their Arab encampment by the Fatimid conquerors
of Egypt in the Year 969 AD [H: That was a good year,
when Satan got trapped between God Allah and Aton.].
Many of the world’s Islamic leaders—and quite a number
of terrorists and rebels (like Mindanao’s Moro Islamic
Liberation Front supremo, USTADZ Salamat Hashim) were
educated in Cairo’s university. [H: Please remember that
Mr. Max Soliven is writing this article, NOT ME OR
MINE.]
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Islam has held sway in the land of Egypt for so many
centuries that even Christians have forgotten that there,
long before Islam, lived the first Christians. [H: Yes, it
is easy to forget, since the Christians ceased to act in
any manner like “christ”.]
Not only was Egypt (which after all borders on Israel)
one of the cornerstones of the early Christian faith, but—
if you think of it—Cairo could be called, as validly as
Bethlehem, the “hometown” of Jesus Christ.
Think of the Bible story: Jesus could not have been
more than a few days old before Joseph and Mary were
compelled to flee with Him into Egypt to escape the
murderous wrath of King Herod.
The King had been told that a male child had been
born in Bethlehem of Judah [H: Well, we all thought that
to be Judea but we so quickly forget truth in
mythology.] who was destined to become “King of the
Jews”. [H: No, he was never to become KING of any
Jews. The very word “Jew” was not introduced into
ANYTHING until about the Thirteenth Century AD.
The term Jew was taken by the Khazarian Serpent
People—and I suggest you all brush up on our Journals,
if you don’t have current access to true historical
writings, as in THE THIRTEENTH TRIBE, etc.]
Seeing this as a threat to his throne, King Herod
ordered the massacre of all male infants in sight, thus we
commemorate the Feast of the Holy Innocents. However,
the Holy Couple, warned by an Angel, fled with their Child
across the desert of the Sinai into Cairo. Of course, the
place wasn’t called Cairo in those days (and only one of the
four Evangelists, St. Matthew, mentions the flight into
Egypt). Yet, there are words of the prophet attributed to
Almighty God—“Out of Egypt have I called My Son...”.
In 1992, we drove to Mataria, about six miles from
downtown Cairo, not far from Heliopolis, where President
Hosni Mubarak lives—and near the international airport.
In ancient times, Heliopolis was known as the city “sacred
to the God Ra, Lord of the Sun, and to Horus, God of the
Sky, the falcon-headed god (son of Osiris, God of the
Underworld and Isis, Mother of the Earth).” [H: I suggest
you ALL go look up very carefully what ALL THAT
MEANS—you know, check it out with some of those like
the new breed of so-called brainwashed ritual killers.
You know, like Arizona Wilder, for you have just had
some pretty big names dumped on you here.]
Near the renowned Youssof Kamal Palace is a street
named Shagaret Mariam (The Street of Mary’s Tree). In
this area stands a sycamore tree, gnarled with age but
still green, protected by a high pink wall, in the shade of
which—tradition says—the Holy Family sheltered at the
end of their Flight into Egypt.
The little grove of sycamores was reputedly planted
by Queen Cleopatra VII—the last of the line of Pharaohs
descended from Ptolemy, a general of Alexander the
Great....
[H: And so it goes!]
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, and how are your holiday schedules coming
along? I suggest you DO keep in mind:
“Whenever god erects a house of prayer,
The Devil always builds a chapel there.
And ‘twill be found upon examination,
The latter has the larger congregation.”
I remain quite curious as to JUST HOW you
overcome EVIL AND CORRUPTION by way of more
evil and corruption? It never worked before. Oh,
well…!
Salu, Dad
dharma
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The Future Will Be
Just What We Make It
12/22/99—#2
[D: Actually, I set this file up at exactly 12:22 and
then decided that I was tired and needed to go to lunch,
and in this “FREE-WILL” choice, as I perceive it to be,
I have CHOSEN to go and come back in time to begin
this real writing at exactly 2:22. How is that for daring
adventure? I’m still not sure about this “free-will”
stuff, for every time I deviate from the
INSTRUCTIONS and go off into my “free-will” course
of selfish ways, I somehow get “struck with the
lightning and monsoons” of the heavens. I didn’t think
I believed in “destiny”, but that obviously is not a good
perception—in consideration of everything as a
WHOLE. Fate? We’ll have to THINK ON THAT a
bit more. I am going to exercise this two hours of freewill and see if I get struck dumb or something—well,
er, mute, that is—“dumb” was a poor choice of words.
I also note that a storm is heading in over Manila, and
there is a bit of thunder and lightning. Not to quake in
my boots, however, for I can cop-out by saying that the
“power may fail”, and I may as well wait until this
electrical blow is over.]
[D: Ah, HA! It is 2:22 and I almost overshot, so
had to hurry with the computer routine. No zap,
however. So, we have 1222222, and I do not mean to
make trivial something with great meaning beyond that
which we wish to KNOW. Commander said it would
have much meaning for Little Crow.]
[QUOTING from SIPAPU ODYSSEY, beginning at
page 84:]
MOTHER EARTH AND THE ANCIENTS
Little Crow
Spotted Eagle rose and greeted GOD, after which
he turned to the crowd and began to unfold his
message:
Standing atop Bear Butte my eyes gazed out over
the lands far below my vantage point. The wind blew
in from the north and all about me everything was in
movement, along with my spirit. It was a very special
time for me—for this was the time of my seventh vision
quest. It had been a long and lonely journey this time
for my spirit and me, for the pathway lay hidden;
covered over by the tailings of all those who came this
way in more recent times. But so few are aware of the
proper reasons. The grandfathers sang on this night
and the thunder of their drums rumbled across the
darkened skies eventually fading away far off into the
distant universe. Suddenly, I was lifted——.
THE BEGINNING: It sounds like the start of a
wonderful story. A story about America’s favorite
pastime—American Indians. And, in particular, it sets
the scene for what so many feel to be the ultimate
experience—a vision quest—which somehow will bring
knowledge.
A vision quest, a magnet for those digging into the

Indian world. The unexplained need of these searchers
to experience this mystic act or, at best, know all that
there is to know about this ancient ritual. As if
knowing about this “thing” will somehow change their
lives and bring magical powers and much needed
knowledge to their beings.
But, as you know, the vision quest is only one of
the seven sacred rites of the Lakota People. There are
other rites that go to make us a whole and complete
PEOPLE, but that is for another time. What we are to
talk about now is what came in the vision quest for one
human being, and how that vision can now be shared
with all people.
I am Little Crow, a Dakota/Lakota, born in the
year 1933, making this birth the 198,000th incarnation
of my spirit. Returning to this Earth plane only to
share an infinite message with all life forms at the
proper time. Permission to do so came during the early
morning hours of January 5, 1987. To set the stage for
this event were twenty-two strikes of lightning, ending
at exactly 2:22 a.m. In this life, my spiritual number
is a twenty-two (22). And away we go!
THE SHARING: I share with you now the
following information as it has been given to me to
“only remember” over these many life times. I do not
feel the need to support any of this information with
any other written data or readings. For the source of
this information is the same for everyone. This
source as we shall refer to it has ALWAYS BEEN
AND WILL ALWAYS BE.
WITH NO
BEGINNING AND NO END. IT EXTENDS OUT
BEYOND ITSELF AND COMES BACK TO
ITSELF FOR THE SACRED CIRCLE.
INFINITY—!
THE MESSAGE: We are travelers from
unimagined regions of the universe, with homelands
in many places. This planet and the surrounding ones
are the most recent stopping-off places in this current
vibrational form. Once more to act out the
responsibilities of our selective realities, those being
to accept who we are. No more! No less!
Our ability to travel is determined by our faith
and nothing more. For all of the progress we’ve
made on this place, we are still only able to move the
physical properties of our being. It is sometimes hard
to imagine our first journey to this place, this Mother
Earth. I have come from the Seven Star System to
this place, from Pleiades.
GOD: To the many peoples of this planet there
have been offered hundreds of explanations of the
whos, whats, wheres and the whys of God. Different
religions have fought countless battles over whose
truths should be accepted. Millions of souls have
been forced into unnecessary vibrational changes in
the name of God and conversions. Countries and
lands have been stolen and destroyed in the name of
God.
Leaders (as they call themselves) have ranted and
raved throughout our brief history on this planet,
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forcing into our human mindset a system of fear and
guilt. This guilt being so strong that humans had to
devise various ways of escape, all self-destructive and
utterly confusing.
Separation from the concept of God became the
reality of the human being. Removal from center of
the source of all things left mankind struggling and
blinded by age-old analogies concerning God. Many
came among the people, pulling them in separate
groups, turning them one against the other, using the
written word to convince them of their superiority of
one over the other. Darkness reigned and reigns yet!
There are examples upon examples, and we could
go on forever, seeing, on the passing screen, all that
has occurred and the effect that these things have had
upon the entire and related universe. The answer has
always been simple and within our grasp, if only we
were willing to take responsibilities of our creative
spirits.
You are of God and God is of you! The
existence of God is only possible by our own
existence. The maximum power of God at any one
time is only in direct ratio to the numbers who have
accepted their responsibilities of living within this
concept. There was no beginning and there is no end;
WE (GOD) have been and will be forever. We, as
humankind, will exist in this vibrational form only as
long as it takes for us to realize our responsibilities
and our ultimate powers.
DIMENSIONS: There are no dimensions where
any one object, thing, act, person or religion is better
than any other. By this we mean that no one is more
spiritual, more religious, more saved, less saved,
more sinful or less sinful than anyone else. No one
thing is more or less inclined to receive any greater
reward than any other thing.
Dimensions have only been a creation of
mankind, and a pretty screwed up one at that. What
it has done is to serve as a fuel for the fires of
ignorance, hatred, greed, destruction and all of those
wonderful things which we as human beings
continued to hold up for our children to emulate.
This has forced them to run faster and faster, all in
pursuit of golden idols, running from God instead of
towards God.
We are all from the same source; we are that
source; we are the God we seek. How can we not
see the simplicity of this fact? We seek outside of
ourselves what is within.
No one is better or worse—we are the same, only
in other forms. The time has now come to remove all
of the stupid man-made barriers to the pathways of
acceptance and balance. There were no dimensions
created by God—only those we have created against
ourselves. WAKE UP, DUMMIES!
RELATIONSHIPS: We are related to each other
and everything that ever has been or that will ever be.
It is not only in the spiritual connection of which we
speak, but it also refers to our physical connections,
as well.
This is to say that each and every thing that we
do effects and affects everything else within the
universe to the same degree that things which occur
in the universe effect or affect our current vibrational
forms. This, in simplest terms, means that we are
RESPONSIBLE to EVERYTHING else for each and
every thing that we think or do. This is surely similar
to the overall responsibility that we mistakenly

attempt to put upon the shoulders of the mythical
man-made God that we have necessity in creating.
Everything is your relative and your responsibility.
That is all and nothing more! (By the way, there are
no greater rewards for anyone who comes to this
conclusion, only discomfort and fitful nights of
restless sleep.) So put aside all of the self-indulging
misconceptions that God created man to rule over
anything or anyone. This has been one of the main
stumbling blocks to our being able to remember just
who and what we are. SO STOP PREACHING
“DIVISION” NONSENSE and let’s get on with the
business at hand—our responsibilities as God—to the
rest of our relatives.
RESPONSIBILITIES: We have brought the
world and its relatives, the entire universe, to the
point of destruction: self-destruction! When the big
bang goes down it won’t be because of the Russians,
the Arabs or anyone ELSE. It will be because of our
own selves. Nothing more and nothing less!!
There are no outs and no scapegoats! There are
no fall guys and no more “SAVIORS” to die for us.
(Boy, how long have we kicked that one around?)
Now it is down to just us—you and me, folks. We
did it and we have to clean it up, stop it, change it or
let it go as is. No one, and let me put this in Earth
terms: “No one but no one is going to come down
from anywhere and save our asses.”
Our brothers and sisters from the far reaches of
the universe have been watching us for some time
now, and they are attempting to assist us in reaching
some kind of balanced position from whence we can,
at last, launch into some constructive and realistic
efforts at resolvement. That is, if we let them do so.
By now, we are so afraid of anything on our
sophisticated but childish radar screens that we’re
ready to blow anything and everything out of the
unfriendly skies. How dumb can we be? And, how
long do we intend to stay that way?
Their advancements have been totally a result of
their acceptance of the God Self and its relationship
to their own individual being. They are attempting to
come among us and remind us of our responsibilities
to the make-up of our total selves. We are the
universe and we are about to self-destruct.
They are not coming to preach to us in the
manner or sense that we have been in the most recent
past or present. This present dimension junk has
done nothing but keep us blinded and confused as to
our real purpose. It has served to turn us outward
against all things that don’t act, think, look or worship
like we do. We have wasted so much time buried in
all this nonsense that we have totally lost sight of our
spiritual reality. Is it any wonder that our prayers are
not heard—we are too busy praying for ourselves to
even be able to respond. We become selfish, rude
and, worst of all, doubtful of our very beings. Is it
any wonder that we haven’t been able to remember
anything of importance?
THE NOW: It is time for all of us to come
together in the reality of our beings and return the
Earth to the condition in which we found it. I give
no consideration as to just when you got here, it
remains your responsibility, just as much as it is
mine.
What were the plans we had for handling all of
the toxics and other things that we have created in the
name of progress? We are clogging the roads and
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skies so badly that we’re bumping into each other.
Soon there will be no more room to fit even one more
car, and yet, we continue to turn them out. Please
don’t waste conversation on the economics of
“everything” argument—it doesn’t matter any more.
What does make a difference is our ability to get
ourselves together and correct what we have done;
we can, if we want to! But, it will call for all of us
to come together and work out this dilemma.
All colors of beings must accomplish this—it is
the responsibility of all colors of beings. All mindsets
of beings must come together and work together, and
all of us must come together NOW!
THE FUTURE: It will be just what we make it,
not what we allow someone else to make it FOR us.
No one can do it for you or for me. We are the ones
that have to make the future a reality—not just an
empty statement.
THE CONCLUSION: There are no separations
of beings, no one is going anywhere without the
other. There are no better or worse beings, one to be
shipped here and the other to go there; get it out of
your head and get down to the task at hand.
We come from the same place and to that place
we shall, in time, return, but only after we have met
our commitments and responsibilities—and not
before; certainly not before anyone else, because
we’ve been a better Jew, Catholic, Christian, Pagan
or anything else that we care to utilize in an attempt
to try and slide by.
For the total time of our creation, we have always
looked for the easy out—for someone to come and do
it for us. This time it won’t work. It’s up to us—
it is our problem and we have to resolve it. It doesn’t
have a thing to do with how good you’ve been or
how bad, but rather if you are capable of seeing the
reality of God.
We started together and together we will end—
no one will finish before the other—so let’s get to
work and re-educate ourselves and our relatives.
As the vision said, God will only exist when
mankind accepts the fact that the spark within them
is, indeed, the God-Self! I wish you well; maybe this
time we can get it done. FOR ALL MY
RELATIONS!
[END OF QUOTING]
[H: There needs be no further comment. AHO]
dharma

Ron Carlson Update
Dr. Ron S. Carlson, Reg. No.
86617-022, Public Enemy Number
None, is now held in Federal Prison
Camp, Nellis C. S. 4500, North Las
Vegas, NV 89036-4500.
He can receive Money Orders
having just his name and Reg. No.
86617-022 on them. Melissa is fine,
just trying to pay the bills. She did
not have visitation information when
she gave us the above.
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Installing Love
12/21/99—#1
HEARTS AND HISTORY OF CHRISTMAS
Hatonn—I ask that we share something sent to us
from Pete (from Indy) and it came to him as an “original
message” from one Tory Creech. You of the computer
world of “installing programs” might just like to have a
bit more important program in your systems.
[QUOTING:]
HEART
INSTALLING LOVE
Customer: I can do that. I’m not very technical, but
I think I am ready to install now. What do I do first?
CS Rep: The first step is to open your HEART.
Have you located your HEART, ma’am?
Customer: Yes I have, but there are several
programs running right now. Is it okay to install while
they are running?
CS Rep: What programs are running, ma’am?
Customer: Let me see...I have PASTHURT.EXE,
LOWESTEEM.EXE,
GRUDGE.EXE,
and
RESENTMENT.COM running right now.
CS Rep: No problem. LOVE will automatically
erase PASTHURT.EXE from your current operating
system. It may remain in your permanent memory, but
it will no longer disrupt other programs. LOVE will
eventually overwrite LOWESTEEM.EXE with a module
of its own called HIGHESTEEM.EXE. However, you
have to completely turn off GRUDGE.EXE and
RESENTMENT.COM. Those programs prevent LOVE
from being properly installed. Can you turn those off,
ma’am?
Customer: I don’t know how to turn them off. Can
you tell me how?
CS Rep: My pleasure. Go to your Start menu and
invoke FORGIVENESS.EXE. Do this as many times as
necessary
until
GRUDGE.EXE
and
RESENTMENT.COM have been completely erased.
Customer: Okay, I’m done. LOVE has started
installing itself automatically. Is that normal?
CS Rep: Yes it is. You should receive a message
that says it will reinstall for the life of your HEART. Do
you see that message?
Customer: Yes I do. Is it completely installed?
CS Rep: Yes, but remember that you have only the
base program. You need to begin connecting to other
HEARTs in order to get the upgrades.
Customer: Oops...I have an error message already.
What should I do?
CS Rep: What does the message say?
Customer: It says, “ERROR 412—PROGRAM
NOT RUN ON INTERNAL COMPONENTS.” What
does that mean?
CS Rep: Don’t worry, that’s a common problem. It
means that the LOVE program is set up to run on
external HEARTS but has not yet been run on your
HEART. It is one of those complicated programming
things, but in non-technical terms it means you have to
“LOVE” your own machine before it can “LOVE”
others.
Customer: So what should I do?
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CS Rep: Can you find the directory called “SELFACCEPTANCE”?
Customer: Yes, I have it.
CS Rep: Excellent, you are getting good at this.
Customer: Thank you.
CS Rep: You’re welcome. Click on the following
files and then copy them to the “MYHEART” directory:
FORGIVESELF.DOC,
SELFESTEEM.TXT,
REALIZEWORTH.TXT and GOODNESS.DOC. The
system will overwrite any conflicting files and begin
patching any faulty programming. Also, you need to
delete SELFCRITIC.EXE from all directories, and then
empty your recycle bin afterwards to make sure it is
completely gone and never comes back.
Customer: Got it. Hey! My HEART is filling up
with really neat files. SMILE.MPG is playing on my
monitor right now and it shows that WARMTH.COM,
PEACE.EXE, and CONTENTMENT.COM are copying
themselves all over my HEART!
CS Rep: The LOVE is installed and running. You
should be able to handle it from here. One more thing
before I go....
Customer: Yes?
CS Rep: LOVE is freeware. Be sure to give it and
its various modules to everybody you meet. They will in
turn share it with other people, and they will return some
really neat modules back to you.
Customer: I will. Thank you for your help.
[END OF QUOTING]
Salu. DAD@SOURCE.COM
And, how IS your “HEART.COM”?
[QUOTING, Alejandro R. Roces (a Filipino
columnist):]
HISTORY OF CHRISTMAS
The Nativity is the day for presents, for obeisances
to godparents and for visits to friends and relatives.
During the Spanish period, the magical gift-givers were
the Three Kings. When the Americans came, the role
slowly shifted to Santa Claus, creating a generational
Christmas gap. There was “The Christmas of the Old”
and “The Christmas of the Young” and some families
observed both; but gradually the Three Kings faded away
as the theurgic givers. The original magical gift-giver,
however, was the pagan god WODEN, who in the dark
season of the winter solstice passed through the world on
his horse to reward or punish men. [H: That
“solstice”, by the way, is TODAY.] When the Nativity
of Christ replaced that of the Sun, WODEN lived on in folk
belief; his role had to be filled by the Three Kings and St.
Nicholas. WODEN not only lives in the magical gifts of
Christmas, he is ever present in our Gregorian calendar,
FOR THE FOURTH DAY OF EVERY WEEK IS
WODEN’S DAY. [H: I bet that’s a tidbit you forgot!]
[H: Please pay attention to this next:]
The Nativity began only in the FOURTH CENTURY.
The Gospels are non-committal as to the day of Christ’s
birth. The fact that there were shepherds keeping watch
over their flock by night denotes that it was NOT during
winter. The Nativity was once just a minor aspect of the
Epiphany. What brought the Nativity to the forefront was
a COMPETING deity called MITHRA, the god of light of
the ancient Persians. The Mithraic religion had many

affinities with Christianity. It preached immortality through
moral purity. (St. Thomas More paid tribute to the
Mithraic religion when he called the Supreme Being of his
Utopia, “Mithra”.)
The 25th of December was the winter solstice of the
JULIAN calendar. The time of the year when the days
begin to get longer. In the Mithraic religion, this was the
Nativity of the Sun. They celebrated it by retiring to inner
shrines from which they would emerge at midnight,
shouting: “The Virgin has brought forth! The light is
waxing!” The newborn Sun was represented by an infant.
In these festivities, Christians took part. When the Church
authorities saw that the Christians could not be weaned
FROM the festival, they instituted a similar feast to
commemorate the Nativity of Our Lord. St. Augustine had
to exhort his flock “not to celebrate the occasion on account
of the Sun, but on account of HIM who made the Sun”. So
the Nativity is a syncretic festival.
The Americans brought their Yuletide traditions to the
Philippines and eventually Santa Claus and his reindeer
(Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donder
and Blitzen), Christmas trees, Yule cards, plastic hollies,
Bing Crosby’s White Christmas, aerosol snow, Charles
Dickens and Clement C. Moore became part of the
Philippine tropical Christmas. Nicholas of Myra disguised
as Santa Claus became the SUPER Christmas saint.
[END OF QUOTING]
How does your HEART.COM feel now? Oh, Nora,
you are still so needed in your “two-shoes” role. It is fine,
however, for if each is only a MYTH, let us keep the
MYTH.COM but always USE the LOVE.COM. Enjoy the
sharing, the love, the expectation and excitement, but make
your programming TRUTH.UNIV.COM and remember to
also bring up on your screens: FACTS.REALITY.COM.
Yes, I realize that this will be run in the paper AFTER
the Solstice is past—and yes, it IS intentional, because I
think a better time for receiving truth is AFTER AN
EVENT, when the mind is better able to accept TRUTH—
after the disappointment in the perfection of Santa Claus
has moved on and REALITY can better be recognized. So
please, stop whining and get those HEARTS open!
TAINTED MONEY?
Indeed, back to that “dirty” topic of money. But before
we share this topic let ME REMIND YOU OF
SOMETHING: MONEY IS! IT IS NOT DIRTY,
TAINTED, NAUGHTY OR NICE. ONLY MEN CAN
HOLD THOSE PARTICULAR HONORS AND DUBIOUS
CATEGORIZATIONS.
Is there no privacy desired in your world, people? If
a person has MUCH money or assets, is it simply
ASSUMED it is from illicit and fraudulent gain? It is
through these very articles of MISREPRESENTATION that
you fall prey to the largest of all lies, good friends. Just
because you are a world leader and gain large sums of
“money” or assets, it seems next that the press, media, etc.
cause you to be a worthless S.O.B. of some kind, who deals
in nothing but rot and corruption, drugs and smuggling.
THIS IS NOT SO—AND UNTIL YOU GET “YOUR”
BALANCE, YOU ARE NO BETTER THAN THE
WORST OF THE ACTUAL THIEVES.
Moreover, get over this lopsided perception that
somehow there are no good people seeking privacy, or that
no MAN, WOMAN OR ENTITY could possibly simply
want privacy for protection of that which has been
acquired—IN A FREE AND SOVEREIGN NATION.
I want to share an article with you from SPOTLIGHT,
presented by an outstanding writer-investigator, Martin
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Mann. And yes, I AM going to pick the “reasoning” to bits
and pieces. My intent is to allow you to actually SEE how
you do away with your own sovereignty by—under
relatively UNKNOWING circumstances—demanding more
and more controls. You THINK the controls are against
the rich and famous—BUT, ULTIMATELY, YOU BRING
DOWN YOUR OWN ABILITY TO SEEK PRIVACY.
YOU DO IT TO YOURSELVES, DEAR ONES—IN
TOTAL IGNORANCE.
The Dec. 6, 1999 issue of Spotlight presents a picture
of Chase Manhattan Bank, David Rockefeller and John
Reed (Citicorp chief executive). And you think your life is
dull, readers? Well, our lives are not, so how could yours
be?
E.J. was meeting with a man a few days ago, then
Doris met with him and several of his family and friends.
This is regarding some “interim” funds and it is absolutely
amazing how God works His wonders.
The topic was funding and all the other things negative
about the IMF, WB, big banks and bankers—and, you
know, the things business people discuss. The subject got
around to which entity might be utilized most effectively to
assist in getting the major proposals under way and
functional, etc., etc.—just a conversation.
The man in point spoke up, smiled and said: “I own
Citicorp and thus Citibank.” E.J. in his subtle way said:
No guano! Well, I josh, for what he really said, was “No
Way! When did you acquire it?” “A long time ago,” said
the man. E.J.: “Oh, well, then I don’t like your people.”
The man: “Oh, you mean such as John Reed?” E.J.:
“Well, yes, I guess I include him.” The man, with a large
smile: “Well, that’s OK, he is my son-in-law!”
The man agreed with everything E.J. said, and then
suggested that possibly E.J. didn’t “quite understand” that
to change a world you must work within what IS and
within that which can accomplish the job, while you then
build and grow with those assets presented.... He further
said that the IMF is in “fact” already a partner, as is the
WB, etc. “NO WAY,” E.J. retorted; I do not like those
people and they most certainly are NOT “my” partners. Oh
yes, but they ARE, the “man” replied—and that is WHY
we will succeed in reclaiming this nice old world. “I, too,
speak to the man upstairs, and HE has also given me my
instructions and I have followed them to the letter—and
this is going to be done.”
I won’t go on with this because I divulge on privacy
information. So, go find out who actually OWNS such as
Citicorp—and you will not find out! Remember, chelas,
you gobble up what you are “fed” as information, and you
act on OTHER PEOPLE’S THOUGHTS, WITHOUT SO
MUCH AS DISCERNING WHAT MIGHT BE
OTHERWISE PRESENTED.
[QUOTING, Martin Mann, Spotlight, Dec. 6, 1999 issue:]

HEARINGS INTO MONEY-LAUNDERING LAST
MONTH, but then adjourned them on the second day,
apparently frightened by what it had uncovered. [H:
SMILE, you are on Candid Camera. BUT, LOOK
AT THE WRITER’S “ASSUMPTION”—BASED
ON NOTHING.] What researchers [H: What
researchers? Would this be Tricky, Astral, Hortense
or Freddie Scissor-hands?] unearthed amounted to a
vast financial underworld in which leading Wall Street
banks routinely “stashed” trillions of dollars for
thousands of unsavory clients from some of the world’s
worst badlands. [H: Who says? What “unsavory
clients”? What “badlands”? Stashed? As in, “hid
the loot”? My, my!]
Led by Chase Manhattan, the financial flagship of
the Rockefeller empire, most major U.S. money centers
maintain so-called private “banking facilities” for special
customers with at least $1 million in cash to squirrel
away.
“Private banks cater to clients who don’t just want
to bank their funds; they need to hide them,” said Axel
Immern, an independent investment adviser. [H: Gosh
and golly-gee, do you think Mr. Immern doesn’t use,
as an independent investment adviser, such privacy
facilities?]
Often a New York private banker will cater to this
need by setting up a so-called “private investment
company” (PIC) for his client in a “secrecy area” like the
Caymans, where covert money management is protected
by law. [H: What makes you think it is “covert”
money?]
A PIC is a front, an offshore shell company. [H:
BS—IT TRULY IS SIMPLY GOOD BUSINESS IN
THIS DOG-EAT-DOG WORLD YOU HAVE
BROUGHT DOWN ON SELVES.] Its registered
owner is another shell company based in Panama or
Switzerland. The private banker in New York controls
both fronts. [H: Well, yes, that is for the most part
true. You most certainly find the biggie banks in
every offshore haven.] The name of the real owner is
now thoroughly walled off from prying regulators, tax
collectors or—most importantly—criminal investigators.
[H: I thought that was exactly what you people were
seeking to establish in your “sovereign” world. You
told me that was what you sought: shelter, privacy,
the right to that which you earn and thus-and-so.]
Banks call such setups “fiduciary accounts”. [H:
WOW, AND “FIDUCIARY” RESPONSIBILITY IS
WHAT EKKERS TRIED TO TAKE IN BEHALF
OF “YOUR” FUNDS IN CORPORATIONS—AND
SOME HAVE SINCE TRIED EVERY MEANS
IMAGINABLE BY THE “GRABBERS” TO
DESTROY YOUR OWN SHELTERS AND LEGAL
PRIVACY.] The name of the depositor does not even
appear in the private bank’s own accounts, where he is
listed only under a code such as CC (Confidential Client)
2201.
That was the code used by Amy Elliott, a Cubanborn Vice President of Citibank’s private banking
division, to hide the $100 million or so in drug payoffs
and other rakeoffs deposited with her by Raul Salinas,
brother of former Mexican President Carlos Salinas. [H:
I would even doubt this story, for she seems to “be
alive” to tell the tale, and most drug dealers don’t
leave such mouths around long enough to talk—
twice. MONEY, by the way, is STILL NOT THE
ISSUE. If this is “drugs” money—then STOP the
drugs dealing and you don’t have a problem, DO
YOU? And “Salinas”? What do YOU know about

CONGRESS IGNORES DIRTY MONEY LAUNDERING
A SENATE PROBE HAS COVERED UP A
HUGE WALL STREET CASH-WASH, WHICH
ROUTINELY CONCEALED AND CONVERTED
TRILLIONS (YES, TRILLIONS) OF TAINTED
DOLLARS. [H: WOW, THERE YOU GO—
TAINTED!]
[H: I PROMISE AND GUARANTEE THAT
WHAT IS BEING TALKED ABOUT “HERE” IS
NEITHER TAINTED NOR REMOTELY
IMPROPER IN ANY RESPECT. THE FACTS
ARE INDICATED TO MY TRUTH BY THE
FIRST SENTENCE.]
CONGRESS SCHEDULED A SERIES OF
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Salinas? And NO, I have not said that Salinas is a
“good dude”. I merely ask YOU what YOU
“KNOW” ABOUT THIS, IN “FACT”?]
Citibank also arranged to have the dirty cash
brought in by Salinas laundered into offshore accounts.
This is best done through conduits called “concentrated
transfers” in which a client’s money is mingled with
Citibank’s’ own funds.
That makes tracing such accounts “just about
impossible”, Mrs. Elliot admitted in her appearance
before the Senate subcommittee headed by Sen. Susan
Collins (R-Maine). [H: Gollee—I sure hope you are
PAYING ATTENTION.]
That Raul Salinas is serving time in Mexico for
murder, while under investigation for a number of other
crimes, does not affect the case, Mrs. Elliott told the
assembled committee. [H: That also makes MY
POINT!]
“Keep in mind that of the seven or eight [MM:
secret] PICs I managed at Citibank, the Salinas account
was by no means the most important. It was one of the
smallest and least active,” Mrs. Elliott explained. [H:
I’m confident that is true.]
Mrs. Elliott’s boss, Citibank executive Edward
Montero, subsequently testified that Citibank managed
“some 40,000” stealthy private accounts.
“How much suspect cash do those accounts
represent? If, as Elliott suggested, most of them are
‘larger and more active’ than the $100 million belonging
to the Salinas family, we’re talking about hundreds of
billions of dollars’ worth of fugitive funds here,” says
financial writer Bodo Thalmann. [H: AGAIN! WHY
IS THE “ASSUMPTION” THAT THESE ARE
“FUGITIVE FUNDS”? DO YOU SEE HOW
“YOU”
ARE
MENTALLY
BEING
MANIPULATED RIGHT HERE BY THESE
WRITERS? THERE IS NO INFORMATION
HERE—ONLY CONJECTURE, OPINION AND
NON-FACT.
THIS, IN ITSELF, IS
MISINFORMATION AND BAD JOURNALISM IN
ITS FINEST EXAMPLE.]
In fact, Wall Street’s private banks are estimated to
hide an eye-popping $21.5 trillion in such deviously
deodorized deposits, according to an unpublished
estimate by the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), the prestigious international
economic monitor.
WHY?
Why does such vast wealth go underground? The
Citibank executives at the Senate hearing could offer
only halting and lame explanations to that question,
arguing that some very affluent clients feared being
“kidnapped” or “extorted” if their riches were publicly
displayed.
“That’s nonsense,” snorted Thalmann. “Such deep
secrecy is not contrived to hide wealth from ‘kidnappers’.
It is meant to hide these trillions from the law.” [H: I
guess Mr. Thalmann hasn’t spent much time in
Mindanao, Hong Kong, Panama, Rome, etc., where
kidnapping is THE THING TO DO, ON A DAILY
BASIS.]
The Senate’s money-laundering hearings shied away
from exploring such potentially explosive issues. This
populist newspaper, however, will continue its
investigation of this stunning financial mystery that has
robbed taxpayers of trillions of dollars.
[H: Say what? “Robbed taxpayers”? Could it
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possibly be, citizens, that these things of sheltering
assets ARE LEGAL AND ABOUT THE ONLY
RECOURSE ANYONE WHO CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN THIS WORLD HAS—TO EVER
UTILIZE ANYTHING TO REALLY HELP ALL
THOSE “TAXPAYERS”?]
[END OF QUOTING]
Do you see, readers, that in your haste to JUDGE,
condemn and demand—YOU ARE NOW VICTIMS OF
YOUR OWN “LIARS”? IF A MAN HAS A BANK
ACCOUNT—HE IS NOT AUTOMATICALLY A
THIEF OR A CRIMINAL. OTHER ACTIONS
MIGHT WELL DETERMINE THAT HE “IS”, BUT
NOT
BASED
ON
LEGAL
BUSINESS
INTERCHANGE. “YOU”, AS CITIZENS, HAVE
THE SAME RIGHTS UNDER THE LAW—USE
THEM, AND STOP YOUR WHINING FOR
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. IT IS AS WITH
INCORPORATION—YOU HAVE ACCESS FOR THE
“SMALLEST” MAN TO HAVE EVERY BENEFIT
OFFERED—AND YOU JUST CONDEMN THE
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE FOR THEIR COMPETENCE.
THINK ABOUT IT, FOR IT IS “YOU” WHO
DESTROY YOUR PRIVACY AND YOUR WORLD—
NOT A HANDFUL OF BUSINESSMEN WHO
“THINK” THROUGH THEIR PROBLEMS FOR
ILLICIT USE OF A SYSTEM. THERE IS NOTHING
WRONG WITH THE SYSTEM—IF THERE IS
ACTUAL VALUE TO BACK THE STORED FUNDS
TO STABILIZE THE SYSTEM. IF THERE ARE
CRIMINALS WHO GET AWAY WITH “CRIME”—
THAT IS DIFFERENT, BUT “YOU” CONDEMN ON
THE BASIS OF NOTHING OTHER THAN
OPINIONS OF THOSE YOU KNOW EVEN LESS
THAN THE MEN CONDEMNED. How many of you
know this Amy Elliott? How many of you know Bodo
Thalmann? And how many of you even know what Raul
Salinas looks like? Can’t you see how you destroy your
own potentiality? Is it not time that you take a look
around you and stop the blindman’s bluff games of
childish years? HOW ARE “YOU” PLANNING TO
MAKE A BETTER WORLD? OH, YOU ARE
GOING TO PRAY TO GOD TO FIX IT? WELL, I
HAVE TERRIBLE NEWS FOR YOU—YOU WILL
FIX IT, OR IT IS NOT GOING TO BE FIXED!
Is there “bad” money in the world? NO. Are there
“bad” men in the world? Well, if you want to label
“bad” or “good” on a scale of “evil” vs. Good—yes; but
you lump everything that DISAGREES WITH “YOUR”
IDEA OR OPINION AS “BAD”, AND THAT IS
BOTH “BAD AND WRONG”. Now—I’ve lost some
more “followers”? I don’t have followers—I ONLY
HAVE LEADERS and “WAYSHOWERS”, so if you
continue to judge, condemn and spout opinions in
IGNORANCE, I guess, I HOPE, I have lost a lot of
stragglers who are into doing it “my way, by God” and
Not God’s way at all.
By the way: SOME OF THOSE “STASHED”
FUNDS ARE PUT THERE TO SAVE YOUR ASSES
AND ASSETS, GOOD BUDDIES! SO, IT WOULD
BEHOOVE “YOU” TO TAKE CARE IN YOUR
JUDGMENTAL ATTITUDES, LEST YOU NEED AN
ADJUSTMENT IN OPEN-HEART SURGERY FOR
YOUR “LOVE.COM” PROGRAM.
Think BIG, chelas, for if you do not—then you are
lingering under such LIMITATION that it binds you to
UNREALITY.
Yours infinitely, Dad
dharma
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A “Perfect” Philippines Stock Market?
By E.J. Ekker
The wonderful benefits of stock ownership for “common
men”—to share in the growth, profits and pride of a worthy
company delivering a worthy product or service—have for a
long time been buried and perverted by the manipulations of
“wealthy men”, whose motivation is very different—to get the
money of other men, whether by hook or crook.
The concept of a central stock market, where all of the
tools required for the purchase and sale of stocks and bonds
are easily available, is also very beneficial—the one drawback
being that the wealthy men (so-called “insiders”) make and
change the rule,s and are thus always at some advantage over
the common man or the man whose ownership was “earned”.
The price of a widely-held publicly-traded stock is most
greatly influenced by the “news” written or spoken about
the stock/company. So, long ago it became useful for those
same “insiders” to either own the news media themselves
or to have them owned by some trusted “friends”, who
could occasionally “manage” the news a bit to assure a
more predictable (to the insider) price move.
If all of these practices are well known to regulators,
politicians and legislators, which of course they are, and if
they are adjudged to be deleterious to the Republic of the
Philippines, as well as to the nation’s stock market, why are
they allowed to persist? Who is it that is so powerful that
their greed is to be satiated before the needs of nations are
considered, if at all? Are they Filipinos? Or do they come
from the world’s controlling bourses in London and New
York City?
Why is President Estrada so committed to “Concord” and
the opening of ownership of Philippine companies and
properties to foreigners, even in the face of apparent political
suicide? Could he be expressing a preference for political
suicide rather than the other kind?
The Republic of the Philippines is about to undergo a
metamorphosis that promises to far exceed anything ever
experienced in the world before the year 2000. It will be as
if huge wealth were suddenly discovered in each Barangay
of every province in the archipelago, wealth that does not
require time to drill, pump, mine and/or refine;
inexhaustible, as long as the people follow God’s Laws.
Do the insiders know about this? Of course—it is the
same wealth they have been stealing from the peoples for
centuries. God is making them give it back in a very
“physical” manner. What can they do? Just what they are
doing—cry and whine for “globalization”, “open markets”,
“transparency” and every other advantage they can conceive,
like derivatives, “high yield” and “rollover” programs to
accelerate the puffing up of their own fiat paper currency, and
“options”, “puts” and “calls” in newly created “commodities
and options markets”, where they can make new rules faster
than people can learn to use the old ones—a market so corrupt
and “managed” that Hillary Clinton’s friendly broker can take
her $1000 and in a few weeks give her back $100,000.
Why would nations that know that the big British/
European/American banks (often referred to as the
International Banking Cartel) also own or control the major
brokerage firms, as well as most of the stock exchanges, allow
(yea, even encourage) the introduction of ever more
“sophisticated” “investment products” (such as derivatives)?
These are all tentacles of the same octopus, forever intent upon
sucking the life-blood (money) from EVERY nation on planet
Earth—and the new “products” always prove to be simply
more efficient, faster ways of “winning” larger and larger
amounts of money from the more honest (and, of course,

naïve) investors. And, of course, this includes the kids running
the mutual funds. The big U.S. mutual funds are but the
private piggy banks, toys and tools of the Cartel. The Cartel
knows how to capture their value (not their so-called assets)
at any moment, having already used them to run up the value
of—and now be stuck with—hundreds of vastly overpriced
stocks.
Is there an alternative?
Not if we continue to listen to the same brainwashing
litany learned from and parroted by the generations of “moneylenders” going back to the time of the Pharisees. For example:
Who today is willing to even consider the idea that there might
be a better way of paying for the use of money than “interest”
(usury)? Or that the “ancient and outdated” Constitution of the
United States of America (upon which the first Constitution of
the Republic of the Philippines was based) was quite correct
in providing for no federal “income tax” on its citizens? But
usury is necessary to the “trading” activities of the “insiders”,
and the personal income tax is the most effective means of
taking the earnings of the people to pay the interest due on
“foreign debt”. Even foreign debt is completely unnecessary
for all but the very smallest of nations, so the real motivation
for all of these false concepts is the exercise of power and
control—colonization by subterfuge.
The alternative, a properly designed and operated stock
market, would be far easier to manage, while also being far
more beneficial to the nation. For instance, there is no real
justification for anyone making a profit from a stock’s, or stock
market’s, declining price. The true value of investing one’s
money in a stock should have far more to do with the pride of
ownership, of having selected the company out of respect for
its management, of a willingness to actively find and/or suggest
ways of improving the performance of the company, of
supporting the company and its management in challenging
times (rather than “selling it short” and beating it down), as
well as the willingness to chastise management for dishonest
acts or producing/selling inferior merchandise.
When the legislators and regulators remove the last
vestige of “gambling”, or of “something for nothing”—so it is
safe for the people to INVEST their money in the nation’s
successful companies—the money will flow in a flood to
those companies with management of integrity, providing
products and services of value. The others will wither and
die, as they deserve, or they will see the light and mend
their ways. And when the market is so structured that there
is profit only in a rising stock, there will be far more
“venture capital” available than there is now—it is human
nature to be in a hurry to have one’s judgement confirmed.
In summary, then, the perfect stock market will exist
when anyone and everyone who buys a share of stock is
secure in knowing that manipulators cannot force down
the price of stock or dilute its value in other ways. To
remove the casino image (which will, in turn, remove
many of the casino players) from the stock market will
benefit the nation and its people hugely. There is no real
reason or justification for wanting or inviting foreigners to
own stocks or properties in this nation. Their money is not
needed; what is needed is a gold-based currency, issued in
sufficient quantities to satisfy the needs of the nation to
conduct its commerce without shortages. The only limiting
factor is gold upon which to base the currency, and there
is far more gold in this nation than there is oil in Brunei
or even Saudi Arabia. This is not a poor nation; its people
have been misled and lied to, but they are rich.
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The Immaculate Deception
The Bush Crime Family Exposed
Chapter Seven
By Russell S. Bowen
CHAPTER 7
“OUT OF THE LOOP”
“National Security has become a synonym for
coverup. Reagan didn’t know, Bush denied, Casey
died, Poindexter lied, Ollie was tried and Noriega fried,
all while patriots-for-profit made millions from the
Iran-Contra, Panama and Gulf War. It’s time to stop
the “Bushlip!”—James “Bo” Gritz, war hero, author,
and presidential candidate
“…the United States Government is inherently and
operationally incapable of developing and successfully
carrying out clandestine operations, primarily because
they run at total opposites to our basic way of life.—
L. Fletcher Prouty in The Secret Team: The CIA and
Its Allies in Control of the United States and the
World
Hours after being sentenced to two years’ probation
for perjury in the Iran-Contra scandal on January 24,
1990, retired Air Force Maj. Gen. Richard Secord said
that a “cowardly” former President Reagan “has been
hiding out” to avoid accounting for his participation.
Secord, the middleman, did not receive jail time or
a fine for lying to congressional investigators about
buying former White House aide Oliver L. North a
$13,800 home-security system.
Secord told a news conference that he believed
Reagan “was well aware” of the “general outlines” of the
covert operation involving secret arms sales to Iran and
clandestine assistance to Nicaraguan rebels.
He claimed that Reagan “should have stood up and
taken the heat right at the time the disclosures started
coming out” more than four years ago. Secord claimed
that the plan was a presidential directive, regardless of
how much Reagan knew about its specifics.
“The diversion was a small portion of a large,
difficult, dangerous covert operation on which Reagan
was briefed regularly,” he said. He added that two
former National Security Advisers, John M. Poindexter
and Robert C. McFarlane, and the late CIA Director,
William J. Casey, all had assured him Reagan was kept
informed of the operation.
Richard Brenneke, a self-professed contract
operative for the CIA, recounted to reporters Frank
Snepp (himself a former CIA agent), Jonathan King, and
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, that from
1983 on Bush’s office had been a “control point” for
Contra-supply operations by Israeli agents out of
Panama, Honduras and El Salvador. He fingered Bush’s

then-National Security Adviser, Don Gregg, as
ringmaster, and Felix Rodriguez as a principal field
operative. He even implicated himself, saying that as a
contract pilot he had flown drugs to the United States as
part of the increasingly corrupt U.S.-Israeli supply
shuttle.
Some sources told Snepp and King that Brenneke
was an Israeli-intelligence plant trying to discredit former
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres and other Laborites
in Tel Aviv, who had embroiled Israel in the Iran-Contra
scandal. When ABC’s World News Tonight broadcast
three circumspect accounts of his allegations in spring
1988, the White House savaged his credibility, tagging
him falsely as an indicted co-conspirator in a New York
gun-running case.
A year later, after Bush’s election, the Justice
Department brought perjury charges against Brenneke,
alleging that he lied about his affiliation with the CIA
(he’d said he had one) and an early episode in the IranContra affair. By the time he was finally cleared of all
charges last May, his reputation had been so sullied by
mudslinging that neither the press nor Congress could be
persuaded to re-examine what he had said. Killing the
messenger had been raised to a fine art.
The real significance of Brenneke’s case is how it ties
in Bush. During the 1989 trial of Oliver North, the
government released a 42-page condensation of classified
documents that thrust Bush to the very center of Contragate.
More recently, two Washington-based organizations,
the National Security Archive and Public Citizen, have
used the Freedom of Information Act to pry loose
previously suppressed portions of North’s diaries that
damage what’s left of Bush’s deniability.
To appreciate these revelations and Bush’s cover-up
you have to recall what he and his former aides have said
about their role in Contragate. Don Gregg, who once
headed the Vice President’s National Security Staff,
declared flatly: “We never discussed the Contras. We
had no responsibility for it [the Contra War]. We had
no expertise in it.” Bush insisted that he knew nothing
of the “privatized” supply initiative until it became frontpage news in late 1986, after the congressional ban on
Contra aid had eased.
Given the new historical record, it’s now clear that
we were Bush-whacked: The “privatized” aid network
Bush allegedly knew nothing about never really existed
anyway. What’s more, Brenneke has been proven right
about the issue that so dominated the Iran-Contra
hearings. The “diversion” of Iran arms profits to the
Contras, he warned us, was never more than a decoy to
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draw attention away from a far darker scandal in which
Bush was deeply involved.
When CIA Director Bush met Don Gregg in 1976,
using third-party “cutouts” to fund unpopular causes
behind Congress’s back was the rage in Langley,
Virginia. A year before, during the twilight of the
Vietnam War, both Israel and Saudi Arabia had been
encouraged to provide secret handouts to Saigon to offset
U.S. aid cutbacks. Not long after Bush settled into his
CIA job, two of his deputies proposed that the CIA look
to private companies to front and implement sensitive
operations.
As a sometime CIA liaison to Congress, Bush knew
how crippling oversight by Congress could be. The
answer to that, apparently, was increased deniability of
the sort these cutout operations allowed.
During Reagan’s first year-and-a-half in office,
cutouts and indirect funding became operational staples
at Casey’s newly “revitalized” CIA, and basic tools in its
burgeoning secret war against the Sandinista government
in Nicaragua.
In July 1982, Gregg, then an intelligence specialist
on the National Security Council, drew up a “finding”,
to be signed by the President, designed to give legality
to such deep-cover operations.
His draft, though later overlooked by Iran-Contra
investigators, reads in retrospect like a blueprint for
everything that would finally define Reagan’s “secret
war”: “funding, arms supply and some training” by
“third-country nationals”, combined with supplementary
aid from “selected Latin American and European
governments, organizations and individuals”.
The “finding” was never adopted; nobody wanted to
add to the lengthening paper trail. But, soon afterward,
two of Gregg’s old Vietnam colleagues, Rudy Enders
and Felix Rodriguez, rallied him behind an impressive
substitute.
Both Enders and Rodriguez had met Gregg in
Vietnam in the early 1970s and had worked with him in
developing a highly effective helicopter-assault strategy
for jungle warfare. Rodriguez was already renowned for
tracking down and killing Che Guevara in 1967, and
Enders studied at Gregg’s elbow to become one of the
CIA’s top paramilitary specialists.
In 1981, he and Rodriguez, who had retired from the
Agency several years earlier, traveled to Central America
to combat leftist insurgents more effectively. The
blueprint they drew up, dubbed “Pink Team Plan”,
borrowed heavily from the assault strategy they had
conceived in Vietnam but with one critical difference.
Whereas CIA contract pilots had flown the prescribed
counterinsurgent missions there, this time Cuban exiles
did the dirty work, under the ostensible sponsorship of
Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala.
In March 1983, Gregg, now elevated to the Vice
President’s National Security Adviser, forwarded the
Pink Team Plan to his colleague Robert McFarlane, who
sent it to his boss, the President’s NSC Chief, William
Clark. “This is representative of the kinds of things we
can do with Israel, if we work quietly behind the scenes,”
McFarlane wrote in a covering note that escaped notice
during the Iran-Contra investigations. “I set this in
motion with my Israeli counterpart, David Kimche, over
a year ago.” Kimche was a top Israeli intelligence
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expert, and what he had set in motion, according to
Brenneke, was a joint Israeli-U.S. paramilitary operation
against the Sandinistas.
The Israelis had long been involved in Central
American affairs. In the late 1970s, when the U.S. cut
aid to the region’s various pariah regimes, including
Anastasio Somoza’s Nicaraguan dictatorship, weapons
merchants from Tel Aviv and Haifa picked up the slack.
As the Somocistas gradually transformed into the
Contras in the early 1980s, Israeli entrepreneurs simply
followed the market. By late 1982, the CIA, working
with the Mossad, had set up a covert pipeline to the
newborn Contras, running from arms marts in Eastern
Europe, through warehouses in Texas and North
Carolina, to bases in Costa Rica and Honduras.
In the author’s version and experience there is a lot
more to this.
On Friday, May 27,1983, the Tico Times of San
Jose, Costa Rica, under the headline “U.S. Beating
Victim Back in Texas”, reported that Mark Clark, “The
U.S. tourist who was mugged on a Gulfito Street, then
apparently falsely accused of murdering a Civil Guard,
viciously beaten by a group of police in the middle of the
street, and held in jail for a week, is home in Houston,
Texas, sore and bitter.”
Many serious questions still linger about this event
eight years later but, to my knowledge, there has never
been any further investigation into the mugging, beating
and escape of Clark from Costa Rica. The following is
only a partial list of the unanswered questions which
spring immediately to mind:
• Why was Clark (if that was even his real name)
in Gulfito at that time, and how did he come to be
mugged?
• If he had actually been victimized, why would he
have been charged with murdering a Civil
Guardsman?
• If he was not responsible for the death of the
guardsman, what has been the disposition of the
murder investigation by the Costa Rican authorities?
• Why would Clark have been beaten by other Costa
Rican guards, if he had himself been mugged?
• Is it possible that he was actually involved in the
killing?
• How did he receive messages to learn that a hold
had been listed against his name by Costa Rican
immigration officials, as the article reported?
• How could he possibly have escaped from the
Gulfito jail with accomplices, or was he actually under
house arrest, and, if so, why would that have been
permitted in the case of a capital crime?
• Who else helped Clark escape?
• Why does the escapee from Costa Rica escape the
scrutiny of Iran-Contra Investigators?
Since Clark’s escape, private individuals attempting
to reconstruct the details of the event have been told by
employees of the Tico Times that the newspaper office
burned down and the original issues were lost in the fire.
The replacement issues with which they were provided
carried a completely different story in the section
previously containing the Clark escape story by Linda
Frazier. She was one of the eight journalists and Contras
killed in the bombing of a press conference held almost
exactly one year later by Eden Pastora, the dissident former

Sandinista hero, at La Penca, Nicaragua to denounce the
CIA’s role in the Contra war. Is it possible that the La
Penca bombing, which specifically targeted journalists, was
also planned to eliminate Linda Frazier?
The following is an Associated Press article:
“EX-CIA OFFICIAL PLEADS INNOCENT IN
IRAN-CONTRA”
Alexandria, VA—The former CIA Station Chief in
Costa Rica, Joseph Fernandez, pleaded innocent Monday
to four criminal charges based on his role in the IranContra affair. U.S. District Judge Claude Hilton set a trial
for July 10, then released Fernandez on his personal
recognizance. He set May 12 for motions on how to handle
classified information that may come up during the trial.
An indictment filed by Special Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh
alleges that Fernandez, who operated under the pseudonym
Tomas Castillo, lied about plans to build an airstrip in
Costa Rica to supply the Nicaraguan Contras at the time
of a congressional ban on military aid to the guerrillas.
He also is charged with lying to investigators when he
denied that then-White House aide Oliver North was
involved in the Contra supply operation.
The following are excerpts from an Associated
Press story:2
Washington—A federal judge threw out the IranContra case against a former CIA Station Chief Friday, two
days after Attorney General Dick Thornburgh barred
courtroom use of classified information on CIA facilities
and programs in Central America.
The information, protected by an affidavit that Mr.
Thornburgh filed Wednesday, concerns the locations of
three CIA facilities, including stations in El Salvador and
Honduras. The government also refuses to allow details to
surface in court about three CIA programs in Costa Rica
where Mr. Fernandez was CIA.
On July 24, the day Mr. Fernandez’s trial was to
begin, Judge Hilton rejected a last-minute proposal by the
Justice Department and Independent Counsel to substitute
numbers for the CIA facilities and to drop part of one
charge dealing with an airstrip to avoid delving into the
programs.
Mr. Fenandez was indicted on four charges, including
making false statements and obstructing inquiries into the
Iran-Contra affair by the CIA Inspector General and the
presidentially-appointed Tower Commission.
The retired CIA officer called Judge Hilton’s decision
“wonderful” but said he was troubled that CIA operatives
performing what he called legitimate duties could be
subjected to political motivation.
Fernandez’ CIA programs had the following
results:
• Transcripts and witnesses were made available to the
government of Costa Rica proving that ex-President José
Figueras was an admitted CIA agent while president.
• Robert Vesco was allowed to remain in Costa Rica by
this same ex-President, while the U.S. government
allegedly had warrants for his arrest.
• “Vesco” got an offer from this same CIA-agent
President that he could not refuse: to go to Cuba as CIA
Station Chief and to infiltrate Castro through the
“bowels” of drugs imported into the U.S.A.-guaranteed
market from Robert Haynes to Costa Rica to Cuba to
U.S.A.
• The escape of Mark Clark, May 20, 1983, from Costa
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Rica, engineered by [this author] Russell Bowen,
directed by control officer Haines
• The initiative through ex-President Figueras to allow
the exchange of arms for drugs at airstrips
• The setting up of a safe house for terrorists
sympathetic to the U.S.
• The setting up of a bank with Bob White of the IRSDUCK Operation in order to launder drug money with
Panama
• The plan to eliminate Commandante Zero (Eden
Pastora)
• The plan to blow up the walls of the U.S. embassy to
help start a southern front
• The plan to create and operate a CIA free-operating
state in Costa Rica, a neutral country
Early in the Iran-Contra investigations, the Senate
Intelligence Committee produced a secret report that
focused on the Israeli connection. But, as the hearings
progressed and political sensitivities came into play, the
search for culprits veered away from our most important
Middle Eastern ally to less-valued scapegoats.
It was only when Brenneke stepped forward in early
1988 that suspicion swung to Jerusalem. In light of the
story he told, the Pink Team Plan looked like part of a
much larger scheme linking Bush’s office to the deepest
secret of Reagan’s clandestine war.
If you believe Brenneke, Gregg became Bush’s
National Security Adviser specifically to coordinate Israel’s
Contra account. In fact, Brenneke claims he phoned
Gregg’s office repeatedly beginning in 1983 to seek
instructions for Israeli supply masters.
Gregg told Frank Snepp and King that he is “morally
certain” that he never talked to Brenneke, whom he
considers a liar, and Brenneke has not been able to
document the missions he claims to have flown for the
U.S.-Israeli network. Still, evidence of massive Israeli
complicity in Contragate, the core of his allegations, is now
persuasive.
In 1989, at North’s trial, the Bush Administration
cracked the window. According to its plan, in 1983, Casey
proposed and retired-General Secord negotiated a joint
supply venture with the Israelis. known as Operation
Tipped Kettle.
Under this arrangement, the Pentagon was to receive a
substantial consignment of captured PLO weapons and then
pass them to the CIA for distribution. In return, the
Administration promised “flexibility” in meeting Israel’s
own financial needs, the kind of trade-off that would
characterize the Reagan-Bush approach to all “thirdcountry” support of the Contras.
How much Bush’s staff knew of Operation Tipped
Kettle cannot be determined. But, shortly after the Israeli
aid spigot began to flow, the National Security Council
expanded the Vice President’s role in all covert operations.
By the following November, according to two NSC memos
available to (but never utilized by) Iran-Contra
investigators, the Vice President was asked routinely to
“concur” in major supply shipments to the Contras.
Even more, he was beginning to show up where the
Contras needed special friends. In December 1983, for
instance, with Gregg and North in tow, Bush headed to
Panama to confer with the dark angel himself, General
Noriega. Israeli intelligence sources, including a Mossad
operative named William Northrop, have stated that
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Panama was by now the switching station for Israeli supply
lines reaching into Costa Rica and Honduras, and former
Noriega aide Jose Blandon claims that his ex-boss had
become a virtual protege of the Israelis’ man on the scene,
former Mossad superagent Michael Harari.
To judge from official accounts, Bush and Noriega
engaged in little more than diplomatic small talk, but
Blandon says the get-together persuaded him to get behind
the Contras. Blandon’s credibility has been challenged by
Bush supporters, but one thing is certain: Over the next
year-and-a-half, Noriega became one of the Contras’
staunchest supporters.
The Contras now needed all the support they could get,
for U.S. aid transfusions were drying up. By spring of
1984, the CIA’s audacious mining of Nicaraguan harbors
had so infuriated Congress that an aid shutdown was
planned, and pressure was mounting on the Administration
to find alternate supply sources.
In March, according to the North trial, Casey proposed
another aid pitch to the Israelis (the result was Operation
Tipped Kettle II) and, shortly thereafter, newly appointed
National Security Adviser McFarlane persuaded the Saudis
to contribute $1 million a month to the Contras’ war chest.
With that, the stage was set for what now appears to have
been Bush’s initiation into Contragate.
The baptism came at a White House meeting on June
25, 1984 on how to keep the Contras alive. Initially, IranContra investigators dismissed the session as a moderately
important policy review. But, in light of evidence at
North’s trial, it appears to have been a pirate’s ball. As
Bush and the President looked on approvingly, Casey took
the floor to argue for a radical new approach to Contra
resupply, including bribing countries like Honduras and
Costa Rica to lend support.
According to recently declassified notes, Bush cheered
Casey enthusiastically, asking at one point how anyone
could object “to the U.S. encouraging third parties to
provide help to the antiSandinistas”. He worried that the
Administration might be seen to be trading favors for such
assistance. But evidently, over the next several months, this
concern faded. From a mere advocate of Casey’s plan,
Bush allowed himself to be converted into an active player.
The following February, with U.S. military aid now cut
off, a group of senior Administration officials, including
North and Deputy National Security Adviser Poindexter,
plotted out a battle plan for Honduras.
According to the North stipulation, they drafted a letter
to Honduran President Roberto Suazo Cordova, promising
him “enticements”, including increased aid, if he could hop
on the Contras’ bandwagon.
Already U.S. economic assistance to his regime had
been frozen to soften him up, and in early March it paid
off. Suazo said yes. On the 16th, George Bush hurried to
Tegucigalpa to hand him a basket of benefits to compensate
for what we had held back. Thus did the Vice President
become the bagman in what amounted to an officially
sanctioned extortion scheme.
Nor was Honduras the Administration’s only “touch”.
The previous August, according to recently revealed
evidence, Secretary of State Shultz had proposed a similar
trade-off with El Salvador, linking U.S. aid commitments
there to continued support for the Contras; in January,
McFarlane met with President Duarte to close the deal.
Though Bush wasn’t directly involved, he wasn’t out of it,

either. By early spring, Felix Rodriguez, longtime friend of
his National Security Adviser, had become Bush’s eyes and
ears inside the Salvadoran military.
From the moment Contragate hit the front pages,
Rodriguez was Bush’s Oliver North, an inconvenient gunbearer whose excesses threatened to backfire on the patron
himself. No one could deny the two knew each other.
The public record showed that Rodriguez had met three
times with the Vice President, first in January 1985, and
again in May 1986, and had made over a dozen phone calls
to Bush’s staff. But a “chronology” released by Bush’s
office on the eve of the Iran-Contra investigations
effectively “sanitized” these contacts, implying that
Rodriguez only discussed with Bush his work as a “counterinsurgency expert” in El Salvador.
Like most good cover stories, this one contained a seed
of truth. >From March to September 1985, Rodriguez flew
about 100 combat missions against Salvadoran rebels from
Ilopango airfield in El Salvador. But where Bush and his
apologists played false was in casting the Salvadoran
venture as unconnected with the Contra War. The North
stipulation makes clear that from June 1984 onward, the
Administration saw El Salvador as a crucial launchpad for
Contra supply deliveries. It’s also apparent from this
document that by the time Rodriguez planted himself at
Ilopango, the Salvadoran regime had agreed to let the air
base be used by gunrunners servicing the Resistance.
During the Iran-Contra investigation, the Vice
President’s staff maintained that Rodriguez hadn’t become
involved until September 1985. But some sources allege
that he was recruited into the Israeli network as early as
1983. In his recent autobiography, Shadow Warrior, he
acknowledges: “Like many of my friends in Miami, I’d
been actively helping the Contras since the early eighties.”
Even though Bush claims he knew nothing of this, it
can now be shown that he helped set up one of Rodriguez’s
early supply runs. As the government admitted at North’s
trial, Bush came up with a clever pump-primer before his
trip to Honduras in March 1985. Hoping, apparently, to
convince the locals that the Resistance had friends
everywhere, he proposed that a private group “supportive of
the Resistance” fly medical supplies to Tegucigalpa to
coincide with his own arrival there. The North stipulation
does not identify the private group, but in his
autobiography, Rodriguez reveals that he made a supply
drop as Bush was arriving.
Nor were supply deliveries Bush’s only immediate
concern. During the Iran-Contra hearings, investigators
came across an entry recording a meeting on January 23
between North and the Vice President that dealt with
“CentAM CIA” (Central American covert action). No one
could guess what this signified. But a passage from
North’s notebook shows that one “CentAm CIA” high on
the Lieutenant Colonel’s priority list in early 1985 was a
planned sabotage mission inside Nicaragua involving
General Noriega of Panama.
Given Bush’s expanding role in covert planning, North
may have briefed him on this operation. How much he
may have told him cannot be determined, but on March 6,
Panamanian sappers backed by British mercenaries blew up
a major munitions dump in Managua.
Years later, after Noriega became a public
embarrassment, Bush’s defenders tried to justify our
continued reliance on him by insisting that there was no
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“firm” intelligence in 1985 linking him to drug trafficking
or anything that might have disqualified him as an ally.
Again North’s notebooks raise serious questions. A
recently released entry reveals that at the moment of the
Managua operation, Bush was complaining to other U.S.
officials about narco-trafficking in Panama. “VP distressed
about drug business,” wrote North in March 1985.
By the following summer, the taint of drugs was
seeping through the entire Contra supply system as contract
pilots often doubled as mules for the cartel. On top of this,
the press and Congress were beginning to suspect a scandal.
On August 8, the New York Times said the Contras were
getting military advice from White House officials, and
within days the House Intelligence Committee launched an
inquiry that could hardly have gone unnoticed in the Vice
President’s office.
As publicity and corruption began to crimp the
machinery, North and his collaborators shifted to a new
tact, urging Secord to set up a supply shuttle. By
September, this allegedly private enterprise was taking
shape so rapidly that its principals were already scouting for
air bases. It was at this point that the Vice President’s staff
stepped into the center of the Contra supply muddle.
The tip-off comes in a North diary entry dated
September 10, 1985. On that day, says North, he met with
Gregg and Col. James Steele, the U.S. military adviser in
El Salvador, to discuss Contra-related logistic problems.
During the Iran-Contra hearings, investigators released only
a fragment of this note, a fragment so artfully censored by
the White House and North’s own lawyers that little could
be made of it.
Its very brevity gave Gregg an excuse to deny that the
meeting had taken place. That smokescreen has since
evaporated. In 1988 testimony to congressional
investigators, Steele confirmed the meeting had occurred.
Though he denied having discussed the Contras at that
meeting, portions of North’s notebooks contradict him.
They also contain such a detailed account of the gettogether that they cinch the case for Gregg’s own
complicity.
What emerges is a picture of three knowledgeable
officials huddled around a conference table, weighing the
merits of Ilopango over Aguacate in Honduras as a
principal Contra supply base. One participant (North does
not say who) complained of “radar coverage” at Aguacate
and noted that Contra leader Enrique Bermudez “was
prepared to devote a special ops unit [to sit] astride” rebel
supply lines threatening an unidentified site in El Salvador.
There was also discussion of a trip by Bermudez to
Ilopango “to estab[lish] log[istics] support/maint[enance]”.
The September 10 meeting, with Gregg front and
center, apparently hastened the Contra resupply overhaul,
for soon afterward the pieces fell into place. On Steele’s
advice, North decided to enlist Rodriguez’s services, and on
September 30, as Rodriguez admitted at the Iran-Contra
hearings, he called North to tell him “it was a go”. In his
testimony, Rodriguez neglected to say that he also placed a
call to Gregg that day, but Gregg’s own phone logs,
obtained in a 1988 lawsuit, confirm that he did. They also
reflect a call from North, suggesting that everybody with a
stake in Secord’s new setup was now gabbing openly about
it.
Over the next few weeks, Secord and company geared
up for their first major supply run. In late November,
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North, now heavily preoccupied with Iran arms shipments,
accepted their help in completing a botched Israeli weapons
delivery to Iran.
Bush later denied any knowledge of this but, only a
couple days after Secord helped make good on the delivery,
the Vice President sent a Thanksgiving note to North
commending him for his “tireless work with the hostage
thing and Central America”.
Some see this note, which was glossed over at the IranContra hearings, as definitive proof of Bush’s full
complicity. But an even stronger clue might be found in
the seemingly strange U.S. reaction to the crash of an
American aircraft near Gander, Newfoundland, two weeks
later. According to the Canadian Air Safety Board, it was
ice on the wings that caused the downing of the chartered
DC-8 on December 12. Officially, the ill-fated 248
American soldiers on board were heading home for
Christmas. Nobody in the Pentagon hinted that some might
have been secret operatives or that the charter company,
Arrow Air, might have been doing more than routine
transport work.
Our research suggests, however, that at least 20 of the
crash victims were U.S. commandos returning from a
counter-terrorism mission in the Middle East, and that
Arrow Air was no run-of-the-mill charter but a CIA
proprietary airline, and an important part of the Contra
supply network and the arms shuttle to Iran. In littlenoticed Iran-Contra testimony, one of Secord’s associates
admitted the company’s involvement in both operations.
Given the airline’s covert accounts, a prompt and
thorough inquiry into the Gander crash might have thrust
Iran-Contra into the headlines a year before it surfaced.
Even now, the tragedy could come back to haunt Bush. As
Vice President, he headed up Reagan’s counter-terrorism
task force and was responsible for monitoring operations of
the sort allegedly undertaken by the commandos on the
flight.
To imagine that he wasn’t fully briefed on the
circumstances surrounding their death, or the reported
sensitivity of the carrier’s mission, is unreasonable.
According to long-time Army Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) investigator Gene Wheaton, the tragedy
was hushed-up because so much was at stake.
Even before the Gander crash faded from the headlines,
another piece of the Contra supply network suddenly came
unhinged, and Bush again found himself handling repair
work. The crisis arose in late 1985 when Jose Azcona
Hoyo was elected to replace Suazo as President of
Honduras. Lest the new regime renege on the deal the
United States had levered out of its predecessor the previous
spring, Bush was hustled to Tegucigalpa the following
January for another round of “Let’s Make a Deal”.
In a recently released notebook, North keys the trip to
a new “third-country solicitation”. He said the State
Department wrote Bush’s script, framing a good-cop/badcop scenario in which he was the pitchman while Admiral
Poindexter muscled Azcona.
The script apparently played out as written. Within
weeks Azcona approved a trial supply delivery to the
Contras, and the Administration paid him with a securityassistance package worth $20 million.
With Bush again personally embroiled in Contra
support, his staff routinely got involved. In January 1986,
Gregg’s new deputy, Colonel Sam Watson, packed off to

Honduras and El Salvador to survey supply bases and
airfields. Inexplicably, Iran-Contra investigators missed the
significance of this trip. Only after a previously undisclosed
Watson memo surfaced in a 1988 lawsuit did anyone
realize that here was further proof the Vice President lied.
Written in February, shortly after Watson’s return, the
memo bears some scrawled notes from Gregg stating that
“Rodriguez agrees with this”. This belies his claim that he
and his old friend never discussed the Contras’ supply
problem before that August.
Equally damning are two other documents later
generated by Gregg’s staff. Both are “scheduling memos”
written in anticipation of a May 1 meeting between Bush
and Rodriguez, and both list “resupply of the Contras”
among topics to be discussed. When questioned about these
d6cuments, Rodriguez insisted that El Salvador, not the
Contras, was the only topic he’d broached with the Vice
President. In later testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Gregg cast the “resupply” notation as
a reference to some sort of operation involving “resupply of
the ‘copters” which Rodriguez had been flying against
Salvadoran rebels.
Possibly he and Rodriguez may have been telling the
truth. But there is now plenty on record to indicate that by
early 1986, Rodriguez’s Contra connection and, indeed, his
increasingly troubled relationship with Secord were the talk
of Bush’s office.
Watson’s own diaries, obtained during the Iran-Contra
hearings, reflect a preoccupation with such problems. One
entry, dated July 29, recounts a White House staff meeting
at which Rodriguez was accused of having “shut down
pilots resupply”. Three days later, Watson noted a
complaint from North that “F[elixj screwed up s[outhern]
front”, a reference to the Contra operation in Costa Rica.
In his autobiography, Rodriguez admits that in his
pique over Secord’s inefficiency and alleged money
grubbing, he asserted control over the “private” supply
shuttle. His main worry, apparently, was that Secord would
commandeer the air fleet and sell it to the CIA for personal
profit once congressional restrictions on Contra aid eased.
Always the crusader, Rodriguez wanted to ensure that the
Contras got their fair share.
Had the Iran-Contra committees questioned Rodriguez
about Watson’s notebooks, they might have discovered that
Bush’s staff knew earlier than anyone would admit. But
again they pulled their punches, allowing both Rodriguez
and Gregg to pretend that it was not until early August,
after the congressional aid ban was loosened, that Bush’s
men learned of the Rodriguez-Secord partnership.
If you believe Bush’s official chronology, the revelation
came on August 8, when Rodriguez sailed into Gregg’s
office to blow the whistle on Secord. Until then,
supposedly, Gregg hadn’t realized that Secord and North
were running a private supply shuttle for the Contras.
The notes Gregg took during this session do not read
like a man caught by surprise. They plod through
Rodriguez’s revelations as if they were no news, and
contain a stunning phrase, “a swap of weapons for $ was
arranged to get aid for the Contras”, that suggests insight
beyond Rodriguez’s problems with Secord.
Rodriguez told Iran-Contra investigators that he
couldn’t remember mentioning a “swap” to Gregg. When
Gregg was asked by a reporter if he might have been
referring to the “diversion” of Iran arms profits to the
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Contras, he countered that he’d known nothing about it.
Nobody on the investigating committees asked him
whether [or not] the swap reference might relate to the aidfor-arms deals the administration had struck with Israel,
Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador. Nor was he pressed
to explain why, after hearing Rodriguez out, he hadn’t
alerted Bush. His explanation, “It was a very murky
business,” left his congressional inquisitors nodding
dumbly.
On October 5, a Sandinista gunner shot [down] one of
Secord’s planes over Nicaragua, thus ending the Contra
supply operation. Appropriately, Rodriguez placed the first
distress call to Watson, and soon Eugene Hasenfus, the lone
surviving crew member, announced from jail in Managua
that Rodriguez had honchoed the supply effort with Bush’s
knowledge.
Based on North’s notebooks, the Administration’s
reaction was to look for a scapegoat. On November 25,
Poindexter apparently proposed that Bush contact the
Israelis and persuade them to accept blame for the profitsdiversion scheme. There is no evidence that Bush followed
through. But the fact that Bush was the logical go-between
lends weight to Brenneke’s claim of collaboration between
the Vice President and Jerusalem.
With Bush vulnerable to political damage from
Contragate, he and his staff immediately launched a
damage-control gambit. In mid-December, Gregg helped
prepare the chronology that distanced Bush from the secret
war. As time passed, Gregg increasingly mortgaged his
own credibility to spare his boss. During the 1989
congressional hearings on his ambassadorial appointment to
South Korea, Gregg dodged so many questions about IranContra that even a staunch Republican supporter confessed
that some of his testimony “strain[s] belief”.
As for Bush, he simply brazened it out, initially
rebuffing questions and finally seeking shelter behind the
Iran-Contra committees’ concluding report, which didn’t
clear him but ignored him.
During the North trial last year, as the trade-off deals
he’d negotiated with Honduras came to light, he continued
to stonewall, declaring, “There was no quid pro quo.” In
the end, Bush emerged without a scratch. Gregg got his
ambassador post and Brenneke just barely escaped jail.
For all of Bush’s diligence in constructing a cover-up,
however, he couldn’t have done it without Congress’ help.
During the Iran-Contra hearings, probers ignored certain
leads to protect Israel and other allies. There is also
evidence in North’s notebook that some of them may have
been guilty of collusion with the White House. The clue
appears in a newly declassified entry written on March 4,
1985, just before Bush’s first trip to Honduras.
On that date, according to North’s shorthand, Robert
McFarlane briefed four congressmen, including Henry Hyde
and Bill McCollum, on the plan to seek “third country
support” for the Contras. A plan, as North described it,
called for “center[ing] the activity in the White House”.
Later, as members of the Iran-Contra panels, Hyde and
McCollum became the Administration’s most vocal
cheerleaders, joining fellow Republicans in a minority
report that got Bush off the hook.
Not only did the report find the Vice President ignorant
of the supply effort, it dismissed the possibility “that any
quid pro quo was sought or received in return for any third
country contribution to the Resistance”. In view of Hyde
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and McCollum’s newly revealed inside knowledge, it’s
extraordinary that Bush still cites this as proof of his
innocence.
Iran-Contra prosecutor Lawrence Walsh once
speculated that Irangate was really about the skewing of our
constitutional checks-and-balances through imperial sleightof-hand. It is one thing, he suggested, for a White House
official to claim “executive privilege” when he doesn’t want
to tell Congress about a secret policy. That puts lawmakers
on notice and triggers debate.
But if the White House tries to keep Congress out of
the decision-making process by hiding the truth, he added,
the scales are thrown out of kilter.
For all of its faults, the Iran-Contra investigation left
most Americans feeling that the scales had been unbalanced
and that Reagan himself deserved much of the blame. But
no one seemed to be able to fix Bush’s responsibility,
because the heart of the scandal—the secret horse-trading
on the Contras’ behalf—remained hidden.
With this last secret blown, Bush now stands exposed
and much more than we expected. He emerges not merely
as Reagan’s equal in subterfuge, but as his master in action,
someone who actually helped execute a dirty-tricks scheme
to hijack Congress’ authority. Make no mistake: When
Bush traveled to Central America in 1985 and 1986 to
barter for Contra support, he pursued a covert-action
formula borrowed from his CIA days, the mobilizing of
cutouts to protect the government. Only this time the object
wasn’t to keep some hostile foreign power in the dark, but
all of us.3
The Bush-Reagan team rode to office on the issue of
terrorism, pledging to halt it by never negotiating with
terrorists and stopping others from doing so. For much of
their Administration, federal law prohibited waging war on
Nicaragua. Yet Bush attended dozens of meetings at which
were discussed either our active role in the Contra War or
the secret supply of arms to Iran, which publicly he called
a terrorist state.
Bush’s assertion now that he didn’t know of these
activities is difficult to accept. An aide’s notes record him
being briefed on arms shipments to Iran as they were in
progress. He says that he misunderstood; he thought that
the sales were Israeli.
This doesn’t add up. The records show that he had
been told Israel was our front in the transactions. Bob
Woodward reported, and Bush hasn’t denied, that Bush was
with Reagan when the President signed the Bible that was
a gift to the Ayatollah, along with a planeload of missiles
and arms. This remains an unsolved mystery.
Entering the picture at this point in 1984 was Dan
Quayle. Yes, the Dan Quayle, at that time a relatively
obscure senator from Indiana. Bush claims he picked
Quayle as his 1988 running mate because of his strong
right-wing principles, no doubt true.
But he also owed Quayle a favor and, importantly,
Quayle was someone Bush could trust.
When the Administration expanded its illegal war
against Nicaragua by secretly opening a southern front in
Costa Rica, it used Quayle’s office. Quayle’s staff aide,
Rob Owen, put North in touch with another Indianan, John
Hull, who owned vast lands in northern Costa Rica.
Hull’s property, containing six airstrips, became the
secret Contra arms depot and staging base. Owen went
further as a facilitator. For his help, Hull got a $375,000

U.S. government loan to build a lumber mill (he never built
it), and Owen was trying to get him $500,000 more.
Officials of the lending agency have testified that fraud was
involved in that deal. We know how Qualye was rewarded.
Correspondence between Owen and North showed
concern that drug dealing among the Contras could
embarrass the operation, and even identified some drug
dealers on the Contra team. But no one followed through.
Aircraft-maintenance receipts with signatures have been
obtained which prove that the planes of a convicted
Colombian cocaine cartel leader, George Morales, carrying
Contra leaders as well as drug smugglers were serviced and
refueled at the Salvadoran base where Rodriguez managed
the war supplies; Rodriguez reported to Bush, who
supposedly ran the Administration’s anti-drug program.
Contra arms were being supplied through Panama with
the help of Manuel Noriega, but Bush says he didn’t know
this, which could put him in a class by himself among drug
enforcers. In fact, when Bush took over the CIA in 1976,
the Agency had just received a high-level report from the
Justice Department (the DeFeo Report) citing Noriega’s
major role in drug trafficking; the report mentioned that
U.S. drug agents had even proposed Noriega’s
assassination. Noriega was then working for the CIA.
The initial public reaction to the Iran-Contra
revelations inspired hope that after 40 years the nation
would finally recognize that covert machinations overseas
subvert our stated policy goals. But the hearings seemed
damage-controlled by the Administration, and the
Democratic Party refused to follow it up, for reasons
unknown.
As long as the “out” [political] party ignores such
duplicity in government, the United States has, in a sense,
become a one-party state.4
The government allowed the Oliver North defense team
to reveal evidence of Bush aiding the Nicaraguan Contras
in an agreement that keeps other sensitive information out
of the courtroom, according to sources close to the
negotiations.
The agreement disclosed Bush’s role in promising
millions of dollars in aid to Honduras, the Contras’ most
important ally. But it concealed evidence that North’s
attorneys wanted to introduce that might have revealed
covert military operations against Nicaragua by the CIA and
foreign intelligence services, the sources said. These
operations were referred to in the document only as “certain
specified actions”.
Bush refused to answer questions about this. “I am not
going to comment on any aspect of the North trial while
it’s in progress,” he said.
A member of the Tower Commission, which
investigated the Iran-Contra affair, acknowledged that the
three-member Commission never asked Bush about
soliciting third-country aid.
“We knew we did not have the whole story,” said
former Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine. The Commission’s
other members were former Sen. John Tower, who lost a
bitter confirmation battle to be Bush’s Defense Secretary,
and retired Gen. Brent Scowcroft, now Bush’s National
Security Adviser.
Bush, who said that he was “out of the loop” when the
Reagan Administration decided to sell arms to Iran, was a
key backer of the initiative, a White House memorandum
acknowledged.
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In 1986, shortly before the first U.S. weapons sale to
Iran, then National Security Adviser John M. Poindexter
wrote that while some top Administration officials opposed
the transactions, “most important, President and VP are
solid in taking the position that we have to try.”
The House and Senate panels that investigated the
Iran-Contra affair described the memorandum as “the first
evidence [albeit hearsay] the committees have found
concerning the Vice President’s position on the Iran
initiative”.
Bush told reporters that if it “says that I stood with the
President, the answer is yes, as I’ve been saying all along”.
He insisted that the disclosure would not damage his
credibility.
Bush has said that he had missed key meetings
involving the arms transactions but repeated an earlier
contention that “I expressed reservations” about the sales.
The congressional investigators and the Commission
headed by former Sen. Tower concluded that Bush’s role in
the Iran-Contra affair was minor. The Senate’s panel
leaders, Chairman Daniel K. Inouye (I)-Hawaii) and Vice
Chairman Warren B. Rudman (R-N.H.) said in a joint
statement that nothing in the new evidence “would alter
the committee’s conclusions”.
But at least one other GOP leader, Alexander M. Haig,
Jr., expressed displeasure with this.
Haig, who had previously denounced the Vice
President’s role in the Iran-Contra scandal, said, “George
Bush has a credibility crisis on this issue. The American
people have a right to know just what he advised our
President: to pay ransom or to not pay ransom.”
Throughout the 1988 presidential campaign, the IranContra affair put Bush in an uncomfortable position: If the
Vice President did not know much about the sales, he was
left out of decision-making in an Administration where he
has claimed an important role.
On the other hand, if Bush participated extensively,
this would raise questions about his judgment.
“I think he has not faced the issue directly; I think he
will have to in the course of his [presidential] primary
campaign.... The question becomes not one of intent but
one of judgment,” said Sen. William S. Cohen (R-Me.), a
member of the Senate panel.
Bush told NBC’s Meet the Press, “If I’d had a lot more
knowledge of what was going on, I would have said, ‘Don’t
do this.’ Or if I had been sharp enough to see into the
future, that a program that started out as not having arms
for hostages turned into that, I’d have said, ‘Don’t do
that.’”
So much for Iran-Contra. Bush dodged that bullet.
American voters apparently feared Willie Horton more than
Manuel Noriega.
FOOTNOTES:
1

Linda Frazier, “U.S. Beating Victim Back In Texas”,
Tico Times, May 27, 1983
2
“EX-CIA officer won’t be tried—Iran-Contra figure’s
case voided after key material withheld”, the Dallas
Morning News, November 25, 1989
3
Frank Snepp, “George Bush: Spymaster General”,
Penthouse, December 1990
4
Jonathan Kwitny, editorial in the Los Angeles Times,
November 4, 1988
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The News Desk
By John Ray
RIDING OUT Y2K IN FRAMINGHAM BUNKER,
A FULL ALERT ON NEW YEAR’S EVE
By Michael Crowley, Boston Globe, 12/12/99
On Dec. 31, as citizens around Massachusetts begin
arriving at New Year’s Eve parties, about 200
officials—legislators, police, National Guardsmen—will
descend 40 feet underground into a concrete-walled
bunker to monitor the coming of the year 2000.
Inside the bunker’s atomic blast-proof walls, the
group will watch over power grids, global maps and 24hour news reports, and stay in telephone contact with
Australia and Europe to see how the date rollover to
2000 affects those continents first.
Even as they plan their huddle inside the
Framingham fortress, which has its own food, water and
air supply, officials emphasize that they do not expect
catastrophe and say disruptions akin to a powerful winter
storm are more likely.
Still, they will be ready. A secured communications
line is being dedicated so the governor, who lives 10
minutes away, can keep abreast of the situation around
the state.
“If something goes bad, he’s going to get in his car
and come here,” said Peter Judge, spokesman for the
Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency.
The Agency is even posting armed guards outside
the bunker entrance, in the unlikely event that pranksters
or people frightened about Y2K disasters try to gain
entry.
The underground operations center, commissioned
during the Cold War by President Kennedy, will be on
alert from Dec. 30 through Jan. 1. The Agency is
bringing in about 30 extra cots for officials who will be
working shifts of up to 24 hours.
Those officials will represent agencies throughout
State government, as well as the State’s utilities. They
include a liaison from the U.S. Department of Defense,
members of the state National Guard and State Public
Safety Secretary Jane Perlov. Also expected are State
Representative Lida E. Harkins and Senator David P.
Magnani, cochairs of the Legislature’s Science and
Technology Committee, and a throng of reporters.
The building, staffed year-round by the emergency
agency’s workers, is often used to oversee disruptions,
such as northeasters, as well as disasters such as the
October crash of EgyptAir 990 off Nantucket. It was
last at a state of full alert during Hurricane Floyd this
fall.
Built in 1962 as part of the Cold War Civil Defense
program, the bunker was designed to keep State leaders
alive through a Soviet nuclear attack.…
…It boasts 14-inch-thick reinforced walls, an eightinch-thick steel door and massive springs that allow it to
move up to one foot in any direction—and absorb the
shock of a nuclear bomb.
To help those elites underground survive, backup
power generators were installed, along with specially
purified air and water, bunk beds and a cafeteria.
“We could close the doors and 300 people could

survive here for 30 days,” Judge said. (Most of those
people, at least: the bunker is equipped with a small
morgue capable of storing two bodies.)
Those heading underground are viewing the
experience as something in between a serious exercise in
emergency management and a sleepover party.…
…The officials will spend most of their time in the
bunker’s main operations room, where six wall-mounted
televisions will be tuned to news reports, and giant maps
will be used to identify and track trouble spots in
Massachusetts and around the world. In a nearby
communications room outfitted with radio equipment and
weather computers, red, orange and black phones will
provide direct hot lines to the Seabrook, Pilgrim and
Plymouth nuclear power plants, as well as to federal
agencies such as the Secret Service.
Despite the bunker’s ominous-sounding amenities
and precautions, officials say their time underground
might be uneventful. But the hours leading up to
midnight on Dec. 31 and the first days of 2000 will be
filled with considerable tension.
The bunker’s state of alert will begin at 7 a.m. on
New Year’s Eve, when the date change first arrives in
populated time zones across New Zealand and Australia.
State officials say those locations will offer the first
indications of how modern industrialized society is
affected. The Framingham bunker will also be wired to
London’s Heathrow Airport for word of how Europe has
been affected.
The mood in the bunker at midnight will be based
on what Y2K has wrought elsewhere in the world, Judge
said, especially in countries with comparable technology
and Y2K awareness.
“It depends on how the previous 17 hours go.
Obviously, if things are not going well elsewhere, we
may have a little more trepidation,” Judge said.
Judge noted that even if midnight passes quietly, it
will be too soon to exhale. “Just because everything
doesn’t go black at 12:05 doesn’t mean we’re all set.
It’s going to go through the next day before we have a
feel for how things are working.”
Val Asbedian, the top State official monitoring Y2K
readiness, expects little more than “annoyances” come
Jan. 1, many of which could take hours or days to
materialize.
Asbedian, who will be in the bunker, acknowledges
that midnight will be a hold-your-breath moment. “You
can’t help but be waiting for it,” he said. But he adds
the pivotal moment will likely pass quietly.…
[JR: Yes, fellow chelas, officials are making these
preparations all over the U.S., in every state, county
and city; however, most won’t publicly acknowledge
they have had these control-center bunkers for years,
some since the ’60s. Illinois’ Dupage County, just
outside of Chicago, recently released a similar report
that all their County officials will be hunkered down
in that County’s control-center bunker for the
turnover of the century. They claim they will all be
working to see that the infrastructure continues to
operate while everyone else will be celebrating the
millennium. And where do you suppose Bill and

Hillary will be? They’ll certainly be down-under,
and I don’t mean Australia. With all the hype about
the Y2K computer bug and now the increased
terrorist scare tactics put out by our government, it’s
best to err on the side of caution and also be
prepared to ride out any type of emergency. It
shouldn’t be a problem, unless they use this event as
an opportunity to make it so.]
LESS THAN HALF OF TICKETS FOR EGYPT
MILLENNIUM PYRAMIDS BASH SOLD
Sightings.com, 12/9/99
CAIRO, Dec 8 (AFP)—Egyptian Culture Minister
Faruq Hosni renewed his defence Wednesday of Egypt’s
millennium music and light show at the foot of the
pyramids and said all of the most expensive tickets have
now been sold.
Members of parliament have complained about the
9.5-million-dollar cost of the concert by French multimedia artist Jean-Michel Jarre, especially given that only
18,000 tickets have been sold out of the 50,000 on offer.
But Hosni told reporters at the pyramids that all
7,500 top class tickets have been sold at 400 dollars
each and assured that worldwide television coverage of
the event would secure Egypt invaluable promotion time.
He also countered charges that the Egyptian
government is imposing Masonic symbolism on the
pyramids by planning to lower a golden capstone on the
largest of the three Giza pyramids during the festival.
Hosni said the Egyptian pyramids could not be
compared to the Masonic symbol because their
dimensions are different, the Masonic symbol having a
shorter base than height.
The Islamist newspaper Al-Shaab has run a
campaign against Hosni and Jarre, accusing them of
conspiring to impose “Zionist Freemasonry” on Egyptian
civilization with the luminous capstone, which the paper
likened to a Jewish skullcap.
The minister added that plans to place the capstone
frame on the Cheops pyramid could be changed,
responding to fears it may damage the monument.
The original plan was for a light-emitting golden
pyramid to be lowered by helicopter, in what is said to
be a replication of the practices of the ancient Egyptians,
who crowned their pyramids with a golden capstone to
celebrate their completion.
Hosni said 80 percent of preparations for the stage
and concert facilities have now been completed and that
a cabinet millennium committee had been formed to
ensure the event runs smoothly.
The culture minister was forced to defend the show
in parliament on Monday after MPs criticised it for
faults ranging from its cost to its perceived disharmony
with the Islamic fasting month of Ramadan, which lasts
until the first week in January.
The Frenchman’s concert, entitled “The Twelve
Dreams of the Sun”, is Egypt’s only official millennial
celebration near the pyramids and is due to last from
sundown December 31 until dawn January 1.
[JR: Thanks to God’s Plan, the Elite, as of 12/16/99
have had to back down from placing their golden crown
on the great pyramid as their Masonic symbol for
signifying ultimate control. What they don’t say is that
the changes were made because of strong objections by
the Arab people and the campaign by the Islamic paper,
Al-Shaab. I hope they don’t think to put a capstone on
the Washington Monument, instead.]
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IRRADIATION OF MEAT APPROVED IN U.S.
FOX News—Reuters, 12/16/99
NEW YORK—The Department of Agriculture has
given approval for treatment of refrigerated or frozen
raw meat and meat products—such as ground beef and
steaks—with ionizing radiation to reduce the levels of
pathogenic organisms and extend shelf-life.
“While there is no single silver bullet to cure all
food safety problems, irradiation has been shown to be
both safe and effective,” U.S. Agriculture Secretary Dan
Glickman said in a statement.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration determined
in 1997 that irradiation of raw meat was safe, and
scientific data has shown that irradiation can significantly
reduce the levels of hazardous microorganisms such as
Salmonella, E. coli 0157:H7, and Listeria
monocytogenes.
Under the new regulations, irradiated food sold at
retail must be labeled with the international radura
symbol, along with a statement indicating that the food
was treated with radiation. Products having irradiated
meat as an ingredient must also reflect this in the final
ingredient statement.
The Department of Agriculture recommends that
consumers should still treat irradiated meat the same as
other raw products, because not all bacteria are killed by
irradiation, and cross-contamination with bacteria from
other foods can also occur.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration had
allowed irradiation since 1963 for certain uses, such as
reducing spoilage in fruits and vegetables and reducing
insects and microorganisms in spices. The agency
approved the use of irradiation in pork in 1985 to control
Trichinella spiralis, and irradiation of poultry in 1992.
[JR: Well, if we had maintained adequate and
honest food inspectors it wouldn’t be necessary for
our meats to be irradiated. Also, cattle should not be
fed, just prior to slaughter, grains mixed with
potentially contaminated ground animal parts as a
supplement to increase weight.]
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE COULD POWER
FUTURE FUEL CELL
Purdue University, Science Daily, 12/15/99
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.—Researchers are
developing a new type of environmentally friendly fuelcell that runs on aluminum and renewable resources, and
generates about 20 times more electricity per pound than
car batteries.
The cell produces electricity through chemical
reactions between hydrogen peroxide and aluminum. If
perfected, such an electricity source could one day
replace conventional batteries in many applications,
including portable electronic equipment.
“It has a huge amount of energy potential,” says
John Rusek, an assistant professor of aeronautics and
astronautics at Purdue University, who is working with
students to develop the cell. A poster paper about the
research was presented in November, during the Second
International Hydrogen Peroxide Propulsion Conference
at Purdue.
Hydrogen peroxide, or H2O2, also offers promise in
developing low-cost, nontoxic rocket fuels. The
chemical differs from water only in that it contains two
oxygen atoms. It is relatively easy to manufacture—in

principle, it could be made from water—and it is far less
dangerous or expensive than conventional “oxidizers”,
such as liquid oxygen, which are needed to burn rocket
fuels.
“It is actively being studied together with new types
of nontoxic propellants made from alcohol that offer
promise as alternatives to the conventional petroleumbased rocket fuels,” Rusek says.
Engineers hope to have hydrogen-peroxide-based
rockets in operation within a decade. But at least one
visionary couldn’t wait that long. Richard Brown, a
British engineer, became the fastest man on two wheels
in September, when his Gillette Mach 3 Challenger
rocket-powered motorcycle hit 365 miles-per-hour at the
Bonneville Salt Flats.
“All I can say is the G-force is absolutely obscene,”
Brown, 34, told researchers during the hydrogen peroxide
conference. The 26-foot-long vehicle was powered by
rockets that used hydrogen peroxide as an oxidizer.
Unlike the hydrogen peroxide that is found in
drugstores, which is about 97 percent water, the rocketpropulsion variety has just the opposite concentration—
3 percent water and 97 percent hydrogen peroxide—and
it has had critical contaminants removed, says Stephen
Heister, a professor of aeronautics and astronautics at
Purdue.
This purified, concentrated form of H2O2 is then
broken down with chemical catalysts, yielding oxygen
that combusts with alcohol-based fuels, such as methanol
or ethanol, which can be derived from corn. Such a
propulsion system would provide an alternative to
today’s nonrenewable hydrocarbon fuels that are
processed from crude oil, Heister says.
In the fuel cells, hydrogen peroxide serves two roles:
It is a “catholyte”, meaning it is both the electrolyte—a
liquid that conducts electricity and allows the reaction to
occur—and it is the cathode, or the portion of the battery
that attracts electrons. The aluminum serves as the cell’s
fuel and its anode; as it oxidizes, it gives up electrons.
Waste products include water and recyclable chemical
compounds.
Serendipity has helped the Purdue researchers
overcome a major obstacle in the fuel-cell work. Earlier
attempts by the U.S. Navy to develop the cells were
abandoned because the reaction with aluminum quickly
formed a thick sludge that hindered the flow of
electricity. However, because the Purdue engineers
didn’t have pure aluminum for their work, they used an
aluminum alloy. To their surprise, they found that the
alloy did not form the sludge, Rusek says.
One problem with the experimental cells is that,
unlike batteries, they do not immediately provide a
steady supply of electricity; it takes about two hours for
the cells to reach their peak electrical output before
producing a steady current flow, says engineering student
Kok Hong Lim, a junior from Singapore, who is
majoring in aeronautics and astronautics.
Future work will include research aimed at correcting
that problem, he says.
Aluminum was chosen originally because it is an
abundant natural resource and is readily available from
recycled sources, says Rusek, who estimates that the cells
are at least 20 times higher in energy density than a
standard lead-acid car battery.
“That means a 20-kilogram lead-acid battery would
put out the same amount of energy as a one-kilogram
hydrogen peroxide fuel cell,” he says, noting that other
metals, such as lithium alloys, might also work in
hydrogen-peroxide fuel cells.
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[JR: This is promising and science at its best. At
least this technology could lead us into the new
millennium with better ways to meet the challenges of
lightweight power storage and use. Economical
lightweight electric cars come to mind, as well as
backup battery banks for home utilities.]
CLINTON’S FASCIST VISION FOR AMERICA
By James Henry, The New Australian—U.S. Report, 12/5/99
The state of American education being what it is, the
vast majority of people are totally incapable of
recognising a fascist economic program, even when it is
used to slap them in the face. This is because they have
not been taught that fascism means state direction of the
economy, cradle-to-grave “social security”, complete
control of education, government intervention in every
nook and cranny of the economy—and the belief that the
individual belongs to the state. This was Clinton’s State
of the Union vision, which is why those chowder-heads
who call themselves journalists loved it. People cannot
grasp that fascism is socialism, because they have not
been taught to distinguish between form and substance.
They do not realise that once the state controls
everyone’s property, that property now belongs to the
state, because control is ownership, no matter who
possesses the deeds. In this situation, might is right.
Clinton’s audacious plan to confiscate the earnings
of Americans so that politicians, like himself and Hillary
(the couple that helped empty the Madison Guaranty in
Arkansas), can use them to gradually socialise the
economy is a typical statist tactic and one to be expected
from the Clintons. This is no exaggeration. Just reflect
for a moment on his proposal to save Social Security by
investing taxpayers’ money in the stock market. By
controlling a company’s shares, the state would come to
own the company. It would not even have to control a
majority of the shares. It would then dictate where the
company would invest, in what it would invest.… This
is precisely how Mussolini and Hitler ran their
economies. The term for this is central planning.
But America is different, or so the likes of Dan
Rather and Geraldo Rivera would claim. But does
anyone imagine for a moment that the likes of Bill and
Hillary would hesitate to use that power? …Under his
scheme, investment would become a function of the
state, just as it was in the late Soviet Union. Politicians
and bureaucrats playing at being entrepreneurs with
trillions of dollars. Such policies have always resulted in
the destruction of liberty, economic collapses and mass
poverty and would not faze the Friends of Bill Club,
particularly if they figured they would get a slice of the
action. One only has to think of what the Clintons did
to Arkansas. No wonder Greenspan is still in a state of
shock.
That Clinton has only contempt for the mass of
Americans was made clear by his arrogant statement that
“We [I love the Royal We] could give [the surpluses] all
back to you and hope you spend it right…But if you
don’t spend it right.…”.
…Clinton is literally telling Americans they are too
dumb to know how to spend their own money (I guess
his poll results gave him that idea). Americans are
losing nearly 50 percent of their incomes to all levels of
government, with Washington grabbing 21 percent, the
highest in the nation’s history. And it’s going to get
worse. And what are the Clinton Democrats’ solutions?
Massive government intervention combined with massive
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increases in government spending. No wonder personal
savings have collapsed.
How dare this lying hypocrite tell the American
people they are too dumb to save, when his own
profligate proposals would see trillions wasted on huge
government programs designed to buy a Senate acquittal
and shore up the support of the faithful. He claims
Americans are irresponsible, yet his programs would
consume not only every penny of the surplus but would
increase federal spending by at least 20 percent, lead to
another era of budget deficits, large-scale government
borrowings and massive tax increases. Now politicians
have a choice with surpluses: They can either spend
them, which then results in more deficits unless spending
is cut, or they can return the money to its rightful
owners. Democrats have once again shown which kind
they are.
This is what Adam Smith had to say about Clinton’s
arrogant proposals:
“It is the highest impertinence and presumption…in
Kings and ministers to pretend to watch over the
economy of private people…Let them look well after
their own expense, and they may safely trust private
people with theirs.”…
[JR: If the above doesn’t ring your chimes, how
about the absurd proposal being considered to hit
the American taxpayers with Bill and Hillary’s
estimated $40 million in legal fees? How’s that for
chutzpah?]

language only a few days earlier, when he tried to modify
an angry statement by Yeltsin reminding Clinton that
“Russia is a great power that possesses a nuclear
arsenal.”
Putin also took the occasion at the Topol-M launch
pad to warn Clinton one more time that Russia will not
tolerate his efforts to modify or scrap the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile Treaty in order to build an American
anti-missile defense system.
The Clinton Administration says such a shield is
needed to protect its territory against a limited missile
attack by a “rogue nation”, not a nuclear onslaught such as
Russia can inflict.
But Russia, for decades fearful of becoming vulnerable
to a U.S. first strike, has regarded the ABM Treaty as its
only effective nuclear shield.
If the U.S. goes that route, Russia says, its response
will be to fit its Topol-M missiles with multiple nuclear
warheads capable of penetrating any defensive screen.
With its earlier long-range missiles obsolete, Russia is
betting the farm on its vaunted new Topol-M.
Unlike previous Russian ICBMs, with their massive
payloads and launch power, Topol-Ms are relatively small,
highly mobile on trucks and very difficult to detect and
track before they could deliver a crippling blow.
The launch of the Topol-M, with its reputed ultimate
range of more than 6,000 miles, is the latest in a series of
recent alarming military moves in Russia.
In October, Yeltsin revealed plans for a massive
military build-up, escalating the military budget by half.
In November, the Russian Navy fired two ICBMs from
a submarine some 3,000 miles [away] onto the Kamchatka
range.
In response to U.S. and NATO military intervention in
Kosovo, both military and civilian leaders have made clear
their war games are preparation for a conflict with the U.S.
Russia has been deploying subs and planes on cat-andmouse surveillance with U.S. ships and jets.
[JR: Prime Minister Putin (“former” KGB) is the #1
successor to Yeltsin and is popular with the Russian
people because of his handling of the Chechnya situation.
If Putin maintains his popularity, look for the push to
increase pressure on the U.S. as the favored Russian
enemy. The Russian people know the betrayals and the
bullying by the West and will continue to make
sacrifices for the victories the military will promise
them.]

RUSSIA LAUNCHES NEW MISSILE AS WARNING
NewsMax.com, 12/15/99
In a calculated warning for the United States to butt
out of its internal affairs, Russia launched with fanfare its
newest strategic nuclear weapon Tuesday.
It soared eastward across 3,400 miles and seven time
zones, landing as programmed in a target range on Russia’s
Kamchatka Peninsula, just short of Alaska.
But its true impact was directed westward, toward the
American heartland, now shown to be within easy range of
the versatile Topol-M intercontinental ballistic missile.
This awesome display of force came only four days
after President Boris Yeltsin—outraged at President
Clinton’s criticism of his war to suppress the breakaway
Caucasian republic of Chechnya—placed Russia’s nuclear
missiles on full war footing.
In a move intended to signal that Russia means
business, Prime Minister Valdimir Putin, who is strongly
prosecuting the Chechen War, made a display of being on
hand to witness the Topol-M blast off.
He issued a blast of his own when he said Russia
“will use all diplomatic and military-political levers at its
disposal” to resist the American President’s “interfering”
in Chechnya.
“The diplomatic levers are clear,” Putin said, “and as
for the military ones, Tuesday’s successful launch of the
Topol-M intercontinental ballistic missile is one of them.
“No one can accuse the government of inappropriate
use of anti-terrorist measures in Chechnya, [or] call
Russia an aggressor or an occupier.
“Some nations and blocs under cover of international
organizations are interfering into affairs of independent
states, and trying to speak to them in the language of
force.
“We are not used to such language, since Russia has
a nuclear shield.”
This was an abrupt reversal of Putin’s conciliatory

PALESTINIANS’ CONTINUED HOPES
FOR A REAL STATE ARE DIM
Georgie Anne Geyer (UPS), Chicago Tribune, 12/17/99
JERUSALEM—Suddenly, out of the stalemate and
impasse of the sinuous “peace process” here, came the
Syrian surprise. Israelis and Syrians would resume the
talks that closed nearly four years ago–and that was no
small matter.…
…At the same time, we should not lose track of
what is happening here with the Palestinians, for that
will be the final arbiter of whether there can truly be a
lasting peace in the region.
Palestinians on the West Bank and Gaza, for
instance, were more depressed than I had ever seen them
in 30 years of covering the region, even more so than
during the years of outright conflict. When I asked
Ghassan Al-Khatib, the moderate director of the
Jerusalem Media and Communications Center in East
Jerusalem, whether the Palestinian Authority was really
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institutionalizing itself, he, like so many these days, was
very negative.
“No,” he said, “everything is deteriorating. There is
no respect for human rights, no effective management of
the economy, no due process and law, no empowering of
the judicial system. Rather than developing, the West
Bank is actually de-industrializing. Hotels and
restaurants have opened, but factories have closed
because they are unable to face the competition of the
Israeli industry. The Palestinian market is the secondlargest market for Israeli exports after the U.S. Almost
everything we consume is Israeli.”
He, like perhaps most Palestinians (and many
Israelis, at least until last week), has felt that “the two
leaderships cannot afford agreements. At the same time,
they cannot afford a collapse of the peace process, so
they continue to move between a lack of agreement and
collapse.”
The internal depression within the Palestinian
Authority, the de facto Palestinian government that
emerged from earlier negotiations and which is the entity
that must make peace or not make peace, has grown so
intense over the last few years that even a longtime
Yasser Arafat supporter and high PLO official, Salim
Za’anoun, was quoted at a conference at Beir Zeit
University last June as saying: “If we don’t put our own
home in order, we don’t really deserve a state.”
The facts, then—as opposed to the potential
whirlwind of international diplomacy that will doubtless
now ensue between Jerusalem, Damascus and
Washington—are dull and harsh. They provide few
windows for Palestinian hopes. Israel has such complete
control on the ground that Palestinian cities and towns
are totally divided from one another, often by the
settlements, which are growing, not diminishing. The
Israelis carefully control all the water resources, and
Palestinians need, bur rarely given, special military
permits even to visit Jerusalem for any purpose: social,
religious, or even medical. Finally, there are no
contiguously Palestinian-controlled areas around those
urban centers and thus little possibility of creating any
real “Palestinian state.”
The best that one can see emerging from this strange
grid of power and of dependence is a series of little
Palestinian “city-states” living within Israel and
controlled by it. Palestinians would very gradually have
more personal powers, but they would never have a real
working state, even one in confederation (the old hope)
with Jordan.
If the now much-heralded negotiations with
Damascus arrive at some solution between the Israeli and
Syrian states, it may loom large as a real possibility for
the first time in all these years of struggle.
But it is far from what the world has expected of the
great “Middle East peace.”
[JR: Ms. Geyer has nailed the problem as to why
any peace in the Middle East is such an illusive goal.]
CLINTON AND CASTRO’S DRUG-RUNNING BUSINESS:
IS THERE A CONNECTION?

The New Australian—Special Report, 11/15-21/99
WASHINGTON—Despite Fidel Castro’s welldocumented drug-running activities, Clinton personally
intervened to keep Cuba off the list of major drug transit
countries, even though the DEA (Drug Enforcement
Agency) protested his move. This intervention by
Clinton will have the convenient effect of significantly
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reducing scrutiny of Havana’s “counter-narcotics”
activities, which the DEA has privately stated to be a
sham.
Clinton claimed his intervention was justified
because drug trafficking in Cuban air and sea space had
fallen significantly against last year’s level. Missing
from this explanation is the fact that drug flights over
Cuba leapt by 50 percent in 1998. This alone justified
putting Cuba on the list of major drug transit countries.
But the White House refused. Why?
Equally curious is Clinton’s attitude to a 7.2 metric
ton shipment of cocaine, with a street value of about
$U.S. 1.5 billion, which was seized in Colombia in
December 1998 by Colombian police. Shipping records
showed Cuba as the destination. Drug agents reported
that the drugs were ultimately destined for the U.S.
Moreover, the DEA is convinced that Castro has formed
an alliance with Central American drug lords. However,
Clinton made the remarkable statement, despite
intelligence reports to the contrary, that the drugs were
really heading for Spain.
Even more curious is that Clinton’s bizarre claim,
which no one supports, flies in the face of the findings
of a recent investigation by House staffers that clearly
indicated Cuban officials were directly involved in the
$U.S. 1.5 billion drug shipment. There is also the
testimony of the defector Juan Antonio Rodriguez, who
was a Cuban official, that Castro had organised drug
trafficking in the U.S. and that he had competitors
murdered. Rodriguez only confirmed what the FBI and
the CIA have known for years.
Castro’s drug trafficking first came to public
attention in 1982, [when] the head of the Cuban Navy
and a number of Castro’s officials were indicted by a
Miami grand jury for running drugs.
Clinton’s benign view of Castro running cocaine into
the U.S. has set the rumor mill spinning again. Is Castro
blackmailing him? Is it a payoff for campaign funds?
Whatever the reason, the stink just gets worse.
[JR: I don’t think he is subject to blackmail because
he feels invincible after the ruse of the House
prosecution of his impeachment, so it must be for
settlement of debts. So many have protected him in
so many ways throughout his political life that he
could never fully pay off his debts. If the
untouchables over the drug traffickers have used him
since the early days of Mena, then isn’t it possible
these controllers could even control the presidency?]

recently in Mexico, South Korea, Russia and Brazil.
U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers said the
group supported the World Trade Organization in
opening global markets and breaking down trade
barriers.
The G-20, an extension of the G-7, was formed in
September to give emerging economies such as India,
China and Brazil a bigger say in worldwide financial
matters. All told, the G-20 accounts for roughly 80
percent of the world’s economic productivity.
Attending were delegates from the G-7 countries—
the United States, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, Britain
and Canada—as well as those from Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, South Korea and Turkey, plus
European Union representatives.
Officials from the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund also attended.
The 13 new members make up only 22 percent of
the world’s gross domestic product, compared to the G7’s 65 percent. But the emerging economies represent
54 percent of the world’s 6 billion people, far more than
the 12 percent living in the seven richest countries.
[JR: It’s wonderful that the Elite of this G-20 can
issue a “modest one-page list of achievements and
goals” after so many recent world economic
disasters. Who is speaking for whom with this select
13 and the general omission of most of Southeast
Asia and many other countries still recovering from
the bad policies of the IMF and WB?]

G-7 SPINOFF ORGANIZATION MEETS
TO SET ITS MISSION
Chicago Tribune, 12/17/99
BERLIN (AP)—The newly established Group of 20,
comprising the world’s seven richest nations and 13
emerging economies, held its first foreign ministers’
summit, agreeing Thursday to general steps to avert
global economic tailspins.
Participants issued a modest one-page list of
achievements and goals, including the need for balanced
budgets, stable exchange rates and more financial
openness.
How to achieve all that remained a topic of debate
when the session closed, but G-20 Chairman Paul
Martin, the Canadian Finance Minister, called the
meeting an important first step.
Delegates agreed the new group should pinpoint the
reasons economies suddenly turn sour, as they have

U.S. TO PAY $28 MILLION TO CHINA
FOR EMBASSY HIT
Reuters, Chicago Tribune, 12/16/9
BEIJING—The United States has agreed to pay
China $28 million in compensation for NATO’s
destruction of Beijing’s embassy in Belgrade during the
alliance’s air campaign against Yugoslavia, a senior U.S.
official said Thursday.
State Department legal adviser David Andrews said
China agreed to pay $2.87 million for damage to U.S.
diplomatic missions in China as a result of violent
demonstrations against the embassy bombing.
“I hope this day marks the beginning of a more
positive trend in U.S.-China relations,” Andrews added.
It was unclear whether the settlement of the
compensation dispute—reached in the early hours of
Thursday morning during the fifth round of talks—would
put an end to an argument that severely damaged already
difficult relations.
Nor was there any immediate word on when the
payments would be made or who would pay first.
A U.S. official said the American payment would be
included in the budget for the 2001 fiscal year, meaning
it will have to be approved by Congress, which has been
hostile toward China in recent months.
The official New China news agency quoted Foreign
Ministry spokesman Zhu Bangzao as saying China still
demanded that Washington conduct a comprehensive
investigation into the bombing and punish those
responsible.
Those were among four demands an enraged China
made after the bombing. These included insistence on
compensation for the destruction of the embassy and for
the three people killed and 27 wounded.
The United States earlier agreed to pay $4.5 million
in compensation for the deaths and injuries; Thursday’s
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agreement completes fulfillment of that demand.
President Clinton met the fourth Chinese demand by
making a public apology.
China never has publicly accepted the U.S.
explanation that the bombing was a mistake based on
faulty intelligence.
Despite the cooler relations, the two countries last
month signed a deal that paves the way for China’s
membership of the World Trade Organization after 13
years of trying.
[JR: If China regards the demand for an
investigation into the bombing of the Chinese
embassy of real importance then they won’t accept
the payment for the damages. If so, it’s a stalemate
in agreements. Will we ever know the truth? Both
governments play truth or dare with their people.]
PLUTONIUM MOVE IS ON;
JUDGE REFUSES INJUNCTION
Chicago Tribune News Services, 12/19/99
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN—The Energy
Department indicated on Friday that it will ship a small
quantity of plutonium from New Mexico to Canada after
a judge rejected a request by environmentalists to block
the transport.
Chief Judge Richard Enslen ruled that although the
plaintiffs’ arguments appeared to have merit, the
government’s assertions that an injunction would hurt
nuclear-disarmament talks were more important.
The transport is part of a joint U.S.-Russian
experiment to determine whether commercial nuclear
reactors in Canada can use material from
decommissioned Russian nuclear weapons as fuel.
As part of the experiment, the United States is
shipping a sample of radioactive material from New
Mexico to Canada. The sample, which contains about
4.2 ounces of plutonium, will be transported on an
armored truck.
The truck’s itinerary is not being publicly released.
When it does occur, the transport is expected to pass
through Michigan.
The six individuals and environmental group that
sued the government had argued the law required the
agency to conduct an environmental impact statement,
instead of the less-exhaustive assessment the department
did.
Verna Lawrence, mayor of Sault Ste. Marie, the last
Michigan community the shipment might pass through
before entering Canada, said she will stop the shipment’s
passage through her community if she can.
[JR: I find it strange that the only weapons-grade
plutonium for this so-called experiment in Canada
has to come across country, all the way from our
nuclear waste storage bunkers in New Mexico.
Aren’t we still decommissioning nuclear weapons in
some border state? Also, why hasn’t the U.S.
determined years ago if this type of use was feasible
instead of storing our decommissioned nuclear
weapons in bunkers. Is something wrong with this
picture? Could it possibly involve some sweetheart
contracts? These law suits were but an exercise in
futility, since the questions of alternative actions were
so ineffectively addressed. Also, I just love it when
a judge finds merit to a case yet rejects it because
Disarmament Treaty talks are far superior to
domestic laws and the general safety of the American
people.]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
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Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
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CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
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